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PREFACE
Until this review, I had no real understanding of accident compensation law and processes.
This was perhaps an advantage because it enabled me to consider Acclaim’s report into
accident compensation disputes free of any preconceived views or biases.
Two things are striking. The first is that the extreme complexity of this area of the law (and of
ACC processes) makes it imperative claimants get as much help as practicably possible to
resolve their disputes with ACC in a fair, timely and cost-efficient way – and, above all, in a
way that makes them feel their stories have been genuinely heard. Many of the practical
changes I have proposed are small, but I hope they may go some way towards achieving
this important objective.
The second striking fact is the dedication of those – particularly the lawyers, advocates and
support groups – who are so committed to, and passionate about, helping claimants,
especially the more vulnerable ones, with the inevitable disputes that arise. I am full of
admiration for them.
The contributions of those who assisted the review, whether by providing briefing papers or
participating in long interviews, are gratefully acknowledged. All were prepared to assist, and
many gave the issues considerable thought. Their insights and views were most helpful.
I am indebted to Melinda Geary of the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment,
who worked with me closely on this review; also Alexandra Jackson and Paige Wilburn, of
the ministry, who assisted with various aspects of the review.
I also thank Peter Riordan for his invaluable contribution as editor of this report.

Miriam R Dean CNZM QC
26 May 2016
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2
OVERVIEW
The introduction of New Zealand’s “no-fault” accident compensation legislation in 1974 was a
pioneering step by world standards – and remains so to this day. The Accident Compensation
Act 1972 was passed by a unanimous vote of Parliament, and despite reviews and amendments
over the years, its essential purpose remains unaltered: to provide a system of compensation for
people who suffer personal injury by accident, whether at work, at home, on the road or on the
sports field. Who is at fault is not relevant. In return for foregoing the right to sue for damages,
individuals have a right to claim compensation and rehabilitation assistance from the Accident
Compensation Corporation (ACC).
Sometimes ACC declines claims for cover and entitlements. In such instances, claimants can
challenge its decisions using a dispute resolution framework that includes an internal ACC review
of decisions, recourse to alternative dispute resolution, an independent statutory review
(principally) by FairWay and, in the last resort, the courts.
A report by Acclaim Otago (Inc) in July of last year identified four broad “themes”, or problem
areas, with accident compensation dispute resolution processes:





access to law: that is, inadequate access to legal resources
access to evidence: that is, limited access to evidence (particularly medical)
being heard: that is, claimants not feeling that their stories are genuinely heard
access to representation: that is, limited access to experienced lawyers.

The task of the review has been to examine the validity of Acclaim’s four themes and
recommend changes, whether legislative, policy-related or operational, in response to any of the
report’s findings deemed to have substance. A summary of the review’s findings and
recommended improvements is outlined here:
Being heard
This theme is in many respects the most important, and the review has devoted more attention to
it than to any other. Current problems with FairWay’s review process include concern about
whether the Crown entity is independent from ACC. Despite the fact reviewers are legally
required to act independently, and their agreements with FairWay are explicit in spelling out this
obligation, some claimants remain “suspicious” of its independence. Concerns about a lack of
impartiality are perceived rather than real, but they nonetheless raise questions about whether
changes are needed to remove such perceptions.
Other problems are process-related, ranging from inconsistency in the way reviewers approach
review hearings (some are investigative, others adversarial); the high rate of hearing
adjournments (about 30 per cent); the limited hearing time (one hour) that leaves claimants
feeling their side of the story has not been heard; and scale review costs that are “so low” many
claimants cannot afford to apply for, or continue with, a review. And no lessons are drawn from
the 6,000 review decisions issued each year to help prevent disputes or help claimants through
the dispute process (whether in the form of case notes, guidelines or anonymised sample
decisions).
FairWay is certainly taking steps already to remedy many of these problems, but the review
considers more improvement is needed to meet dispute resolution best-practice principles. The
review suggests a revised process, which it calls “tracking” and “triage” that will get away from
the one-size-fits-all approach. The heart of this new process is effective case management. It
would enable reviewers, in consultation with the claimant and ACC, to manage cases more
efficiently and expeditiously. It would also enable reviewers, where appropriate, to direct ACC
(and sometimes the claimant) to provide medical evidence for the hearing – evidence that is so
often central to the outcome. An ability to give early, in-principle decisions on costs – thereby
encouraging claimants to put any expert medical evidence to the review and not leave it until a
court appeal – should also help in this regard. Scale review costs should also be increased –
and by more than just inflation.
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Acclaim is right to express concern about the complexity of ACC’s decision-making processes.
But changes are afoot here, too, especially with ACC’s new alternative dispute resolution
process, which should go a considerable way towards meeting claimants’ concerns that their
disputes are not genuinely heard; and reduce the number of reviews.
The review finds no barriers to justice relating to District Court processes. District Court judges
are independent and impartial, and claimants can rightly feel they are being heard. Acclaim has
since affirmed to the review that it has never sought to suggest otherwise.
Access to the law
Acclaim provided some insightful analysis of the way accident compensation judgments were
written over the six-year study period. But the fact judgments may not explicitly refer to the
relevant legislation or case law does not amount to a denial of justice. The review agrees with
Acclaim that, at the time of its study, claimants were hindered in their proper access to law by the
absence of some ACC-related judgments on the New Zealand Legal Information Institute
website. But that is now largely in hand.
Nonetheless, given the complexity of the legislation, and ACC’s processes, the review considers
far more can be done to help claimants – particularly those representing themselves – to
understand and navigate their way through this extremely complicated area of the law. The
review recommends various improvements. One is publication of a primer for users of the
institute’s website (and ACC is already progressing this); another is that FairWay publishes case
notes and other guidance material; and a third is that ACC hugely improves its online guidance
material.
Access to medical evidence
Acclaim’s main finding that claimants have difficulty gaining access to medical evidence, crucial
in determining most disputes, is undeniably valid. This was almost the universal view and
experience of those interviewed by the review. But it is a problem that is simply beyond the
scope of this review to address. The reality is that the role of medical evidence – and all the
necessary processes and procedures that go with it – in deciding disputes (and even earlier
when deciding on cover or entitlements) is complex.
The range of problems, and also the variety of proposed solutions put to the review, suggest it
would be useful for all parties to join forces to try to solve some of these problems – both in the
shorter and longer term. The review recommends forming a working group to examine the
myriad of difficulties in this area.
Acclaim’s report makes observations about how judges resolved evidential matters in the sample
judgments it analysed. The review sees no concerns in the way judges resolved such conflicts –
factual or medical. But it does put forward a few practical improvements, including supporting the
District Court’s proposal that it be able to commission a medical report in limited circumstances.
Access to representation
The review agrees with Acclaim that the lack of representation is a barrier to claimants seeking to
challenge ACC decisions. The barrier exists because of a considerable imbalance in the
resources ACC can bring to bear on cases compared with those available to claimants,
particularly in a tight legal market. Those who represent themselves are therefore at a
disadvantage to ACC.
But there are ways – even if small – to help redress the imbalance, such as resolving more
disputes through alternative dispute resolution processes, improving the review process, and
improving claimants’ access to the law.
One improvement with potential to make a big difference would be the establishment of more
independent advocacy services to support claimants through the dispute process. The Accident
Compensation Act 2001 provides – and clearly intended – that ACC assist claimants with ACC-
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funded advocacy services. At present, only two such services – very small-scale – receive ACC
funding. Both are under-resourced and overworked.
More ACC-funded advocacy services would not only be good for claimants but also for ACC. The
review has no doubt that one of three positive outcomes often emerges when claimants are
assisted by good lawyers or advocates: claims without merit are withdrawn before review
hearings; reviews are settled before any hearing; or, if a hearing proceeds, it runs more
smoothly, resulting in lower costs for ACC, the funder of the review process.
There is probably little that can be done to encourage more lawyers to take on accident
compensation work, although a rise in review costs for representation (set out in regulation) may
go some way to increase the legal pool. And there are other small ways in which lawyers could
be encouraged into the area which the review highlights.
Other themes
Beyond these specific themes, the review also notes some wider themes that emerged from the
review. These included the need for ACC to collect and analyse data better, such data being
critical to understanding the triggers, outcomes, costs and trends of disputes. Another, which the
review heard repeatedly, is the need for ACC to do more to manage claimants’ expectations
early on in the claims process. Claimants do not adequately understand what getting cover
means, especially in relation to any future medical complications, and interviewees predicted a
drop in dispute numbers if ACC were clearer on this score.
The review perceived a real need for more dialogue and better collaboration between all
participants. A half-day forum convened by the review drew a wide cross-section of participants,
who agreed it had been a valuable opportunity to share information and lessons and work
collaboratively on ways to improve the statutory review process. Significantly, they saw benefits
in more such meetings.
All agreed on the need to ensure disputes involving those with disabilities were handled fairly, in
a timely way and with empathy. ACC has taken steps in this regard, but there remains room for
improvement. Further, given concerns expressed about the way some accredited employers and
their administrators handle disputes, it may be useful for ACC to collect feedback to assure itself
that the accredited employers’ programme follows best-practice dispute resolution principles.
And finally, the review notes the positive changes ACC is making to put “people before process”,
as part of its Shaping our Future organisational strategy to improve its customers’ outcomes and
experiences. Change is already evident. And changes – present and pending – will go some, but
certainly not all, of the way towards addressing some of Acclaim’s concerns. Most importantly,
these changes should lead to fewer disputes – the focus of this review – as well as a better
overall experience for ACC customers.
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Consolidated recommendations
Wider picture
 ACC explores ways to better collect and analyse data about claims and disputes.
Being heard
 FairWay develops and publishes guidelines setting out an improved review process (broadly
by tracking and triaging).
 The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, ACC and FairWay consider how best
to address problems, perceived or otherwise, with FairWay’s independence.
 The Government increases review costs – and by more than just inflation – to ensure
claimants receive a meaningful contribution to review costs.
 ACC considers ways to accelerate and improve its settlement processes, including exploring
settlement of appeals as early as the process allows, better tracking of settlement data at all
stages, the possible adoption of a public settlement policy (in outline form only) and adoption
of a formal model litigant policy.
Access to law
 The New Zealand Legal Information Institute:
o is funded to provide a primer enabling users of its website to search accident
compensation law and cases more easily
o updates its website, with help from ACC and/or the Ministry of Justice, to include all High
Court and Court of Appeal accident compensation decisions.
 FairWay:
o publishes a selection of (anonymised) review decisions by subject matter and/or case
summaries of relevant decisions and other guidance material
o provides a “submission builder” on its website to help claimants prepare submissions for
review hearings.
 ACC and FairWay consider other ways (such as more graphics and video content) to explain
easily to claimants how dispute resolution processes work (and in ACC’s case, also how it
decides particular claims).
 The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment and/or ACC consider creating a visual
map to help claimants navigate their way around the various accident compensation Acts
and regulations.
 The District Court considers how it can best help claimants representing themselves to easily
search for relevant cases.
Access to medical evidence
 ACC convenes a working group to address the policy and process-related problems with
accessing medical evidence.
 Consideration be given to District Court judges having the ability to commission an expert
medical report for claimants who are unable to do so where appropriate.
 Reviewers and District Court judges consider directing experts, where appropriate, to confer
and identify where they agree and disagree on medical issues.
Access to representation
 ACC consider:
o increasing funding to existing free advocacy services
o funding a free nationwide advocacy service modelled broadly on the Health and Disability
Commission Advocacy Service.
 ACC more widely promotes organisations (existing and new) offering advocacy services on
its website and in other guidance material.
 Relevant participants in the accident compensation area explore initiatives to encourage
more lawyers into this field of work.
 Consideration be given to the District Court’s proposal that it have the power to appoint
counsel to represent claimants in those exceptional cases where justice and efficiency
require it.
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PART ONE: REVIEW PROCESS

1. Introduction
In July 2015, Acclaim Otago (Inc), an incorporated society that supports and advocates for
injured people, published a comprehensive assessment of ACC dispute resolution processes.
The report runs to 176 pages and, among other things, analyses 500 court judgments as well as
the findings of an earlier (self-selected) survey of 600 claimants and their experience of ACC’s
dispute resolution system.
Understanding the Problem: An analysis of ACC appeals processes to identify barriers to access
to justice for injured New Zealanders also contains extensive academic research and
commentary.1 The report considers there are four broad “themes”, or problem areas, with the
current system, and that these are “likely causes of current inefficiencies”. They are:





access to the law: that is, inadequate access to legal resources (case law and review
decisions, along with the complexity of the legislation and guidance material)
access to evidence: that is, limited access to evidence (particularly medical)
being heard: that is, claimants do not feel competent and impartial decision-makers
genuinely listen to their stories – they do not feel they have “had their day in court”
access to representation: that is, limited access by claimants to lawyers experienced in
accident compensation law, as well as poor outcomes for claimants representing themselves.

The report’s purpose was not merely to “describe and understand” the system’s deficiencies. The
authors also wrote with a view to prompting “meaningful and comprehensive reform”. And when,
a month later, Acclaim issued a follow-up memorandum proposing various solutions, the Minister
for ACC, the Hon. Nikki Kaye, responded by initiating an independent review of these areas of
concern. The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment commissioned this review.
Purpose
The terms of engagement (appendix one) essentially require me to:




review the validity of the four areas highlighted by the Acclaim report
consider the proposals in Acclaim’s subsequent memorandum
recommend any legislative, policy or operational changes to fix any of these four areas.

The terms of engagement ask the review, in the course of its work, to take into account the
following key objectives:




resolve disputes fairly and at the first available opportunity
ensure claimants feel they are “heard”
ensure the process is cost-effective for the claimant and for the sustainability of the accident
compensation scheme.

This review does not consider wider civil dispute resolution questions such as availability of civil
legal aid and judicial resources. Nor does it contain any determination about whether to establish
a proposed Accident Compensation Appeal Tribunal, even though the Government intends this
review to complement targeted consultation about such a move. The review has been careful not
to do so, although inevitably some of its findings and recommendations may be of use in making
that decision. Also, the Acclaim report makes many ancillary points that range beyond these key
themes. To examine these is neither necessary nor practical.

1

The report was funded and supported by the New Zealand Law Foundation and the Legal Issues Centre at the
University of Otago.
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Approach
Recognising time and cost limitations, the review adopted an informal investigative approach.
This was also the preference of many participants. The review conducted interviews with key
stakeholders, including Acclaim, ACC, FairWay, the District Court, the Government Centre for
Dispute Resolution, advocates and lawyers, medical organisations and specialists, disabled
people’s organisations, ministries, accident compensation-related committees and organisations
commonly engaged in accident compensation disputes.2 As with any review or inquiry, there was
no substitute for interviews, and more than 50 of these were conducted. All were treated as
confidential to ensure full and frank discussion.
The review also considered a range of written material, including earlier reports on the accident
compensation system, briefing papers and responses to questions the review put to participants.
ACC, the District Court and FairWay also provided the review with written responses to the
Acclaim report, which were, in turn, given to Acclaim for its response. All of this material – which
it is neither possible nor practicable to refer to fully here – has helped assess the validity of
Acclaim’s four key findings and make suggestions for change.
Structure
This report is in seven parts: review process, context, wider picture, being heard, access to the
law, access to evidence and access to representation. Each part addresses Acclaim’s key
research results relating to the four areas highlighted by its report; the review’s findings as to the
validity (or otherwise) of these; improvements (or options for change); and recommendations.
Acclaim’s third theme – “being heard” – is in many respects the most important and the review
has devoted more attention to it than any other. This reflects first, the singular importance of
ensuring any dispute resolution process gives its clients the trust and confidence that their side of
the story will be heard. Another reason is that this part encompasses aspects of FairWay’s
statutory review process, which is the area most in need of improvement and which, along with
ACC’s new alternative dispute resolution process, has the greatest potential to result in a better
experience for claimants and fewer appeals. The review starts with this theme.
As to recommendations, these fall into two groups. The first group comprises those matters of
policy, strategy or legislation capable of implementation by the Government, or by ACC where
consistent with the Government’s priorities, as set out in the letter of expectations to ACC from
the Minister for ACC. One such expectation is for ACC to continue to support initiatives for fair,
timely and cost-effective dispute resolution.
The second group comprises those matters relating to ACC’s or FairWay’s day-to-day operations
in dispute resolution. These are for the Crown entities’ respective boards and management.
Whether they are adopted is a matter for them. However, the review hopes they will be
considered in the spirit in which they are offered – as insights that inevitably develop during the
course of any review such as this.
Other points the review makes – of which there are a good number – are more in the nature of
suggestions and fall short of formal recommendations.

2

FairWay is the principal review services provider. The law firm Gresson Dorman & Co is contracted to deliver
reviews in Timaru.
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PART TWO: CONTEXT
Some brief background is necessary to put Acclaim’s report in the context of the accident
compensation scheme and dispute resolution processes. A summary of the Acclaim report,
including its research methodology, follows.

2. ACC: legislation and operation
ACC is governed by the Accident Compensation Act 2001 (the Act) and the Crown Entities Act
2004. The former is universally regarded as long, complex and highly technical. It contains 401
sections, along with eight schedules (of which Schedule 1 alone contains 78 clauses).
The Act also contains transitional provisions relating to earlier pieces of legislation and
accompanying regulations (as do these earlier pieces in turn). They are the Accident
Compensation Act 1972, the Accident Compensation Act 1982, the Accident Rehabilitation and
Compensation Insurance Act 1992 and the Accident Insurance Act 1998. These provisions relate
to, among other things, injuries that occurred under previous legislation but are the subject of
claims under subsequent legislation.
ACC is responsible for managing the accident compensation system, which offers
comprehensive, no-fault cover to all New Zealand residents and visitors (although some large
accredited employers are allowed to manage their employees’ work injury claims and
rehabilitation). In 2014-15, ACC received 1.9 million claims for cover, of which it accepted all but
about 50,000 claims (or 97 per cent). In the same period, it paid out $3.2 billion in cover and
entitlements (86 per cent for fees to medical or health professionals).
Assessing a claim consists, broadly speaking, of two steps: evaluating whether an injury or
condition is covered by the scheme (it may be that ageing is mainly or solely the cause) and then
deciding what entitlements the claimant should receive.3 In the case of, for example, a knee
injury caused by a fall, ACC might conclude that the claimant was covered, but was entitled only
to an initial treatment by a doctor or physiotherapist – not knee surgery, as the claimant was
seeking. Many claimants deal solely with their doctor over a short-term injury and have no
contact with ACC. Others have complex, longer-term injuries or conditions that require contact
with an ACC branch (over, for example, weekly compensation or rehabilitation) or a specialist
ACC unit, such as the elective services unit (for surgery) or the sensitive claims unit (for mental
injury resulting from sexual abuse or assault).4
Case managers handle claims, although staff with different titles also perform this function. For
convenience sake, this report refers only to case managers.5 Assessing claims ranges from
straightforward to complex. Cover decisions on complex claims such as mental injury or
treatment injury require analysis of medical information and opinion to determine cover.
Entitlements come in a variety of forms, including treatment and rehabilitation costs, vocational
rehabilitation, compensation for lost earnings and compensation for impairment. Weekly
compensation (at 80 per cent of earnings) is a key entitlement under the scheme. Every year
ACC makes many decisions on entitlements, whether relating to new or existing cover claims.
For complex claims, ACC will make not one, but a series of decisions during the lifetime of a
claim. As a result, ACC is unable to say exactly how many decisions it makes in any year
declining entitlements, whether in whole or in part. Some decisions, such as to decline to pay for
a taxi fare, will not be recorded easily in its data system.

3

Section 26(2) of the Accident Compensation Act 2001 says an injury is not covered if it can be shown to be
caused “wholly or substantially by gradual process, disease or infection”.
4
The other specialised cover and/or entitlement units are accidental death, treatment injury, hearing loss, dental,
serious injury, work-related gradual processes and cover assessment.
5
Examples include case owner, case co-ordinator, claims manager, claims officer, service co-ordinator and
support co-ordinator. Note also that the review refers to claimant, client or customer interchangeably depending
on context. ACC uses the term client.
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Acclaim estimates ACC makes about 100,000 decisions a year declining cover or entitlements,
although it has no precise data to support this estimate.6 ACC estimates the number is about
70,000 a year. The review had no way of verifying which number is likely to be more accurate,
although it has no reason to disbelieve ACC’s number because it is the entity in the better
position to give an estimate. A small number of decisions are disputed – about 6,500 in 2014-15
– and these are the subject of this review. Attached as appendix two is a diagrammatic outline
(which ACC gave the review) of the claims process, from lodging a claim through to a review and
on to an appeal.

3.

Dispute resolution processes

Anyone declined cover or entitlements can challenge that decision. The first step is to lodge an
application for a statutory review of the decision. Claimants have three months from ACC’s
decision to lodge a review application for a hearing.7
ACC internal dispute resolution process: Between a claimant filing a review application and the
hearing (or even before the lodging of an application) ACC activates its own internal dispute
resolution mechanisms to see if the matter can be resolved without a hearing. There are two
parts to this. First, it considers, in consultation with the claimant (or his or her lawyer or
advocate), whether the matter is suitable for ACC’s new alternative dispute resolution process
(considered later). Secondly, regardless of whether ACC attempts to resolve the dispute in this
way, it will internally reconsider all decisions that are the subject of a review.
Reviews: Failing resolution through ACC’s internal processes, the review application goes to
FairWay Resolution Ltd, the Crown company responsible for reviewing disputed decisions (or to
law firm Gresson & Dorman in the case of a Timaru-based review). FairWay employs reviewers
to carry out these reviews and a hearing must be set down within three months of ACC’s receipt
of the application. ACC gives FairWay and the claimant (or his or her lawyer or advocate) the
relevant file, which is confidential and for use solely in the review hearing. That hearing takes
place in person or via a teleconference. Reviewers issue a written decision within 28 days, and
also determine costs.
Court appeals: Either party can appeal against a review decision to a District Court if dissatisfied
with the outcome. (ACC, however, rarely does.) The court has wide powers to admit new
evidence, which happens frequently. The court can dismiss the appeal or grant it and quash or
modify the review decision. The appeal is a rehearing.8 Either side can, in turn, appeal against a
District Court judgment to the High Court, and on to the Court of Appeal but the appeal must be
limited to questions of law and with leave from the relevant court. The High Court and Court of
Appeal hear reasonably few substantive appeals.9 The Acclaim report covers these courts’
dispute processes, but its central focus is on the review and District Court appeal process – as is
the focus of this review.
In examining dispute resolution processes, this review adopts the best-practice principles
developed by the Government Centre for Dispute Resolution: being customer focused and
accessible, objective and fair, effective, efficient and accountable.10 The centre also notes, aptly,
that key measures of the success of such processes are: a reduction of delay and cost, fairness
and equity of outcomes and parties’ satisfaction with the process.

6

Acclaim report, paras 132 and 154.
Although it can be extended by agreement, such as if both sides agree it would be useful to try to resolve the
dispute through alternative dispute resolution processes, or if ACC is satisfied there are extenuating
circumstances: s 135(3) of the 2001 Act. If ACC declines to accept there are extenuating circumstances,
claimants can lodge a statutory review of that decision.
8
See the discussion at part five, page 37.
9
Acclaim report, para 113.
10
The centre was set up as a two-year pilot project to develop a coherent, best-practice approach to dispute
resolution throughout the public sector: http://www.mbie.govt.nz/about/our-work/roles-andresponsibilities/government-centre-dispute-resolution
7
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4.

Acclaim and its report

The Dunedin-based group (established in 2003) supports and advocates for changes to improve
the lives of injured people. The report’s four authors are Dr Denise Powell, Acclaim’s former
president and an experienced researcher and publisher, particularly in disability-related matters;
Warren Forster, a barrister with wide experience in resolving ACC disputes; and Tom
Barraclough and Tiho Mijatov, Otago law school graduates.
The report is not Acclaim’s first on accident compensation. It compiled two “shadow reports” in
February and July 2014 for the United Nations Committee for the Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities, as part of its review of New Zealand’s implementation of the
convention.11 In August of the same year, it submitted a third shadow report to the UN committee
containing the results of an online (self-selected) survey of more than 600 claimants.12
Acclaim’s report is, in part, a response to concerns with the Government’s decision to create an
Accident Compensation Appeal Tribunal to replace the District Court Accident Compensation
Appeal Division (as well as the Accident Compensation Appeals Authority, which hears a
dwindling number of cases under earlier legislation). The Government considered that a tribunal
might fix the problem of excessive delays in particular. Acclaim’s view is that the problem is much
broader than that. It maintains there are systemic, not merely administrative, barriers in the way
of claimants appealing against ACC decisions.
Research approach
In seeking to uncover the barriers facing those challenging ACC’s claim decisions, Acclaim
analysed more than 500 court judgments issued between 2009 and 2014. That total consisted of
about 15 per cent of all District Court judgments (selected at random) and every High Court and
Court of Appeal case (including applications for leave to appeal).13 In evaluating whether
claimants had “access to justice”, Acclaim adopted Lord Woolfe’s definition in his well-known civil
justice reforms, namely that “the civil justice system should be just in the results it delivers; fair in
the way it treats litigants; capable of dealing with cases at reasonable speed and at reasonable
cost; and understandable to those who use it”.14
To evaluate each judgment, the report’s authors used an approach known as “thematic analysis”.
Widely accepted by social scientists, it involves encoding qualitative information.15 In essence,
researchers develop “codes”, either words or phrases, to label information and then review and
sort it into categories. In this way, researchers can move beyond simply a broad reading of data
to discerning patterns and developing “themes”.
The authors developed their first set of codes by intensively reading a sample of 30 judgments
and, based on their own experience and research, identifying areas that amounted to a barrier to
justice. Next, they read all 500 judgments (and reread the original 30), identifying passages of
text that qualified for labelling with these codes (about 300 in all).16 Detailed guidelines ensured
researchers correctly identified whether a particular code was present in a judgment. The
researchers ran checks to ensure coding was consistent and the analysis was rigorous. From
11

Interim report to United Nations Committee on the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 28
February 2014; The Costs of Paradigm Change: Access to Justice for People with Disabilities Caused by
Personal Injury in New Zealand: A Shadow Report to the United Nations Committee on the Convention of the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 24 July 2014. Shadow reports are done by “civil societies” (of which Acclaim,
is one) in response to state parties’ reports to United Nations on the Convention. The reports were prepared with
the support of the New Zealand Law Foundation’s “shadow report award”.
12
Crying for Help from the Shadows: the Real Situation in New Zealand, A Summary of Survey Data for
presentation to the United Nations Committee on the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 4
August 2014. Extracts of this self-selected survey are also referred to and relied on in its current report.
13
Acclaim report, paras 108-116.
14
Acclaim report, para 71.
15
Acclaim report, paras 90-107.
16
Codes included, for example, whether the claimant was represented, the claimant’s gender and whether the
judge relied on evidence.
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there, the codes were collated into categories of similar codes, and then finally into the four
themes this review has examined.17
The focus on qualitative rather than quantitative data makes it difficult for the review to evaluate
the report’s methodology. Even so, it can discern some limitations – freely acknowledged by
Acclaim in its report and to this review. First, the researchers presupposed the existence of
barriers to justice, which they then “search[ed] out” while “remaining alert … to any other
unrecorded themes”.18 Secondly, the relatively small sample of District Court judgments (which
turn on their own particular combination of facts and law) makes it impossible to know whether it
fairly represents all judgments over the six-year period. Thirdly, thematic analysis can only
describe the presence or absence of variables – it cannot, as Acclaim acknowledges, draw any
causal links between them.19 For example, Acclaim did not, nor could not, draw any causative
link between the fact the claimant had a lawyer and the outcome of the appeal.
And finally, an examination of judgments cannot, alone, measure access to justice. A wider lens
is needed, encompassing the whole lifecycle of a claim from the original decision through to
(internal and external) reviews and finally on to appeals.
None of this is to question Acclaim’s obvious commitment to analysing the judgments in an
objective and consistent way. Nor is it to dispute the benefits that such detailed research has in
identifying areas in need of improvement or in making for better-informed discussion. And in any
event it is unnecessary to go beyond the limitations just noted since most participants in accident
compensation dispute resolution broadly accept the validity of the four problem areas identified
by Acclaim.
Only in relation to one of the four is a qualification necessary. This review has found nothing to
suggest decision-makers (reviewers or judges) are anything but competent or impartial. The lack
of independence is more perceived than real, as Acclaim itself acknowledges. But that is not to
say the dispute resolution process is without room for improvement to ensure claimants really do
feel the process is fair and that decision-makers genuinely listen to their side of the story.
The report draws on material from Acclaim’s earlier shadow reports (briefly read as background
material only). However, this review is confined to the four problem areas identified in Acclaim’s
latest report and it has necessarily discussed most of them at a high level (less so FairWay’s
process, which the review considers in some detail). Acclaim makes many detailed, and often
disparate, claims that purport to be related to any one or more of these areas. Many are
tangential and some are not accepted as valid by other parties.
Also, many points have been overtaken by events. ACC has made significant changes,
especially since July 2015, to the way it deals with customers through its Shaping our Future
programme (see part three). These changes go part – but not all – of the way towards resolving
some of Acclaim’s concerns. The same applies to some of Acclaim’s comments about FairWay’s
review process. FairWay is already making changes to these (see part four). Finally, Acclaim’s
report was correct to note that past District Court processes contributed to long delays in
resolving cases. However, the appointment of three full-time judges hearing accident
compensation appeals, and active case management, have dramatically cut the number of
appeals on hand and the time taken to determine them. Acclaim and the District Court now
largely agree that the situation has almost reached the point where “there will be no more
problems with delay”.20
Postscript: potential solutions
A month after releasing the report, Acclaim submitted a memorandum to the Minister for ACC
suggesting interim and longer-term solutions ranging from more rigorous application by ACC of
17
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its decision-making processes, prescribing rules for the conduct of review hearings, and changes
to District Court processes to help further reduce delay. A summary of these solutions is attached
as appendix three.
This review has, as asked, considered and reported on most of these suggestions. However, the
first (relating to a change in ACC’s decision-making key performance indicators) is an operational
matter for ACC. However, the review hopes ACC will review these to ensure the more intangible
but key objective of ensuring the right decisions are made. The performance improvement
framework review of ACC published in December 2014 noted the importance of such indicators,
and that ACC is changing these.21
Acclaim’s suggestion to increase funding of registry processes to move from a paper-based to
electronic system of case management is a much wider topic affecting all court processes and
features as part of the Ministry of Justice’s court modernisation programme.
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PART THREE: THE WIDER PICTURE

5.

Common themes

Better information
The need for better data on dispute resolution processes appears throughout Acclaim’s report. It
quotes overseas literature that “data-driven strategies are more likely to help decision-makers
achieve their goals in a cost-effective way than policies pursued in the absence of evidence”.22
This review agrees there is such a need. The absence of good dispute resolution data is not,
however, unique to New Zealand, and Acclaim acknowledges this.23
This review is not the first to have identified the need for ACC to carry out more analysis of its
data. The 2014 performance improvement framework review observed: “ACC is relatively
inactive in mining complaints and other data that give clear indications of claimant issues. The
complaints and review processes, and court actions are a vital source of information in all
industries to look and understand what is happening.”24 ACC says that since then it has begun
collecting more complaints data as part of a project to improve customer feedback channels.
Specifically, case managers now have a “new data warehouse and tools they can use to search
for specific data, including in relation to complaints”. It can also investigate trends with these new
tools. ACC also says it is looking at ways to incorporate customer feedback into business
improvement measures.
It is unclear, however, whether these initiatives will produce the sort of data that will fill gaps
about specific areas of the dispute resolution process. Acclaim says such data will enable better
decisions about what ACC does and how it does it, and also why. It calls for:





data on ACC’s all-up cost of defending reviews and appeals, including internal and external
legal costs and also the cost of obtaining medical experts’ opinions
accurate and publicly accessible data on how many decisions on cover and entitlements
ACC declines, the number of review applications lodged, the number withdrawn, the number
settled and the number appealed to the District Court
data on why those declined cover or entitlements did not lodge a review application, why
those who lodged a review did not pursue the application through to a hearing, and why
those whose review decision was rejected did not appeal to the District Court
data on why those who appealed to the District Court did not proceed with their appeal to a
hearing (whether because ACC settled with the claimant beforehand; the claimant found the
process too challenging; the claimant lacked the money; or the claimant could not obtain
medical evidence).25

Other interviewees questioned whether ACC had data on the gender, age and ethnicity of those
declined cover or entitlements, as well as of those who did not seek a review of such decisions.
FairWay said it saw few review applications from Maori, Pacific Islander or Asian claimants. If
these ethnic groups were to make up even a moderate share of those declined a claim, it begs
the question: why are they not seeking reviews?
ACC could give the review only limited data that answered these questions. ACC said it could
provide some of the data requested, but it would be a “complicated and potentially unreliable
exercise”, particularly given the review’s time constraints. Other data the review requested was
either not collected or not collected at the level of detail required or was collected for different
purposes and hence unsuitable. A point ACC made with some force was that entitlement
decisions run into the millions each year and range from insignificant requests (for a taxi fare)
through to very substantial requests (declining complex surgery). Furthermore, it said decisions
22
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were communicated and stored in a variety of ways. Millions are sent out by letter each year, and
therefore mining such correspondence for data would be almost impossible. Extracting data from
other claim decisions was more straightforward because of the way it assessed and coded the
claims (such as for elective surgery).
The review makes four broad comments. First, it acknowledges the complexities and
inadequacies of ACC’s current system, but it was nonetheless surprised ACC could not readily
provide comprehensive and reliable data on its cover and entitlements decisions, and also on the
number of decisions that went on to review. Data is critical to understanding the triggers,
outcomes, costs and trends of disputes, which in turn helps identify mitigation measures and
opportunities for improvement. The review hopes ACC’s transformation project will enable better
extraction of such valuable data.
Secondly, it was equally surprising to the review that ACC does not have at least some general
idea of the total costs of defending disputes. The review can well understand that ACC pays
medical and legal professional advisors “under a range of different payment codes” and that such
advice can “have multiple uses”. The review also appreciates that ACC’s legal spending extends
beyond defending claim decisions to such things as legal representation and advice, court fees,
debt recovery and the like.
But as the Government Centre for Dispute Resolution emphasised in interviews with the review,
it is important to understand the cost of disputes not just for the organisation that incurs them, but
also because of the significant financial impact disputes can have on “individuals, families,
communities and businesses”.26 Even a manual process that attempted to add up spending on
internal and external legal advice (and the cost of any medical report, if possible) for reviews and
appeals would seem a useful exercise to give some idea of the all-up costs of these and how
those costs compare with the sums in dispute.
Thirdly, ACC said that it would be administratively complex to identify a robust sample of
declined claims, collect the information and then analyse why claimants did not challenge its
decisions. But equally the review would have thought that ACC – like any organisation that put
the customer first – might have wanted to get a deeper understanding of customers’ responses
when it declined their claims and what factors influenced their decision to accept or challenge
such outcomes. Also, as the performance improvement framework reviewers noted, identifying
client dissatisfaction is important to help determine the underlying causes and take mitigating
actions.27 ACC’s work to improve customer feedback channels, discussed above, may help in
this regard.
The review agrees with Acclaim that such data, even if qualitative, would be helpful to clarify
whether claimants do not pursue reviews and appeals because of barriers of one sort or another
in their way, or whether other reasons unrelated to questions of access to justice have a bearing.
Acclaim’s authors aim to collect such data in the next stage of their research.28 The review would
hope it would be possible for them, with the co-operation of key participants, to survey a sample
of those who elected not to seek, or continue with, a review or appeal to understand why not.
Finally, as to the gender, age and ethnicity of those declined cover or entitlements, ACC told the
review some of this data might be on its ACC45 form, but it had never collated such information
for the purpose of understanding the composition of those who have their claim denied (in whole
or in part) or who have filed review applications.29 ACC also said it was optional for claimants to
include information about ethnicity. The review has already noted above its (and many
interviewees’) view of the reasons why such data might be relevant.
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ACC provided some helpful data (as shown below) on claims for cover and for entitlement to
elective surgery for the 12 months from February 2015 to February 2016. This data is especially
pertinent because these two claim types result in the highest number of reviews.
Claim

Accepted

Declined

Number
reviews filed

Percentage
filed

Review in
claimant’s favour30

Cover

1,861,180

43,914

1,469

3%

15%

Elective
surgery

43,934

9,650

2,670

28%

20%

As is apparent, the number of claimants lodging a review application for declined cover is
consistent with the Acclaim finding that fewer than 10 per cent of people receiving an adverse
decision lodge a review application (3 per cent). The positon is rather different, however, for
elective surgery applications (28 per cent). ACC provided data for some other claims, but for
different time periods and with less detail, with the result that it was of limited use for present
purposes.
The elective services unit, which handles elective surgery claims, offered even greater insights
into the number of elective surgery reviews withdrawn before the hearing, overturned because of
new information (and whether that occurred before or after the FairWay process began) and
whether the claimant was represented in such cases: see appendix four. The unit also provided
useful statistics on outcomes, including use of alternative dispute resolution. The way it examines
data represents a potential template for other units (and branches) to copy to extract the same
level of instructive information.
Managing expectations
The review heard over and over of the need to do more to manage claimants’ expectations early
on in the claims process. Interviewees said much of the “angst” felt by claimants was likely to
dissolve if they understood at the time of the accident exactly what getting “cover” meant,
especially in relation to any future medical complications. Interviewees predicted a drop in
dispute numbers if ACC were clearer on this score.
The 2014 performance improvement framework review noted “a number of significant issues”
with the way ACC managed claims, beginning with ACC’s acknowledgment letter. This would
state that the claimant was covered, but a later letter would advise the recipient that, although
covered, he or she was not entitled to any benefits under the scheme. “Many people,” it said,
“assume that cover implies entitlement and so expectations are raised, and decisions may be
taken on that assumption, only to be disappointed or worse when the second letter arrives.” 31
Many interviewees said much the same thing to this review.
A typical example recounted many times to the review is the person who suffers a back strain in
an accident. ACC accepts cover and pays the claimant’s physiotherapy costs. Two years later,
after continuing problems, the claimant consults a specialist who says back surgery is necessary.
The claimant thinks, often mistakenly, that having been covered at the time of the accident for
physiotherapy, he or she will be covered for surgery. But that proves not to be so. Further
diagnosis suggests surgery is necessary because of a degenerative condition, and ACC
therefore declines to accept surgery costs.

30
31
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ACC is the first to acknowledge it needs to work harder to manage claimants’ expectations. This
will be one focus of its transformation project – to ensure it does much better at communicating
cover and entitlement decisions (whether declined or accepted) in a way that is unambiguous. It
intends to be sure electronic and written communication will pre-empt unrealistic expectations
that subsequent treatment may be covered. In the meantime, ACC is trying to improve how it
communicates its decisions by talking informally to claimants before sending written
correspondence, and also by giving case managers more training in how to write decision letters
(see also part four).
Dialogue and collaboration
An accident compensation scheme that encourages all participants to work collaboratively,
particularly over disputes, has greater prospect of achieving its aims. Creating more opportunities
to come together as a wider group would, as interviewees often pointed out, enable discussion of
legal developments, ACC processes and other matters of common interest. A similar theme
emerges from the performance improvement framework review.32
Lawyers and advocates thought it would be useful to have more discussions with FairWay: to air
problems, share lessons and generally work together to make the review process as smooth as
possible for claimants. Organisations that support and advocate for people with disabilities told
the review they knew little about the FairWay process, yet a fair number of their members have
had to go through the process.
Several long-standing advocates drew the review’s attention to a 2006 training manual written by
ACC and the (then) Legal Services Agency to help advocates. The manual’s opening words are
that “the law governing ACC is extremely complex and detailed” and that it would be “difficult for
advocates to provide effective advice and support for their clients without a detailed and
comprehensive knowledge of ACC law”. Neither a lot of time nor money would be needed for
ACC to update the manual to take account of law changes and new ACC processes. Also, such
a manual could provide advocates with the guidance they need to give ACC’s clients accurate
advice. It would also be a very visible sign of ACC’s willingness to work with advocates to lift their
expertise to support ACC’s clients when a review or District Court appeal is likely. Another
advantage is that, with a better understanding of the law and regulations, advocates may be
more likely to give realistic advice to claimants and avoid needless reviews and appeals.
Disabilities organisations raised with the review the need, as they see it, for better collaboration
between government agencies. One organisation asked: “Why can’t the agencies work together?
The process between them takes too long. It should be quicker.” It went on: “We want an easy
and continuous process and dialogue between agencies like ACC and the Ministry of Health both
while a claim is in dispute and when we have to move over from one agency to another because
the claim is denied.” This plea, although outside the review’s scope, seems worthy of mention.
People with disabilities
Acclaim’s report argues that the accident compensation appeals system must be considered
through a “human rights lens”, taking particular account of the Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities. Acclaim says the disabled must, therefore, have meaningful input into
developing solutions to problems impeding access to justice. “This brings the users of [the]
system in to be part of the solution.” 33
The review agrees. But an examination of how this can be achieved is beyond the review’s
scope. Its purpose here is to consider how people with disabilities fare when challenging an ACC
decision. And what it was told by some lawyers, advocates and disability organisations was that
it took too long for their disabled clients’ disputes (and claims more generally) to be dealt with.
Some injuries had turned their clients’ lives upside down in an instant, yet ACC still took too long
32
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to respond to such a drastic change of circumstances. Interviewees noted that some ACC staff
had no idea what “these life-changing circumstances mean for the disabled”. For the disabled,
the loss of potential earnings – and therefore claims for weekly compensation – can make a
“massive difference to how [they] get on to returning to work”.
Disputes involving the disabled ought to be resolved, as Acclaim says, as quickly, fairly and
empathetically as possible – especially since such individuals’ needs are greater than those of
other claimants. ACC is the first to acknowledge the importance of this. A dedicated unit
manages the claims of ACC’s most seriously injured clients, and serious injury advisors give
case managers specialist help with these claims. ACC will, where necessary, arrange for a
support person to help seriously injured claimants through the dispute process. Claimants found
by a needs assessment to be incapable of making decisions for themselves will receive ACC
help in seeking appropriate orders under the Protection of Personal and Property Rights Act
1988. ACC will contribute towards the reasonable costs of such a step.
Any best-practice dispute resolution scheme will prioritise disputes for the vulnerable, and ACC
recognises this. But given some of the comments the review heard, it would appear there is still
room for improvement – although the review was heartened to hear more widely that ACC is
stepping up efforts to help the disabled in their rehabilitation.
Accredited employer programme
Legislation allows accredited employers to take responsibility for their employees’ workplace
injury claims in exchange for a reduction in their levies. Such employers often use third-party
administrators to assist with taking care of their responsibilities, including managing disputed
claims. Each year ACC audits and reviews the claims management performance of employers in
its accredited employer programme, including third-party administrators to verify that participants
meet the programme’s criteria. The review was told about 330,000 full-time equivalent
employees are covered by the programme.
It was neither possible, nor practicable, for the review to look at how accredited employers
manage disputed claims, including their efforts to resolve them early. Several interviewees said
much the same thing: that some employers and/or the third-party administrators “adopt the more
traditional insurance litigation approach to disputes”. Some interviewees also highlighted what, in
their view, was the poor quality of medical evidence relied on by accredited employers. Often, the
employer relied on its own company doctor for expert medical evidence. It is clear to the review,
however, from speaking to the New Zealand Association of Accredited Employers, that other
employers/third-party administrators take a different approach and like ACC see the benefit of
early alternative dispute resolution. In short, approaches vary.
The review can do no more than note the concerns. Nonetheless, the fact they were raised
suggests it may be useful for ACC to collect feedback from all programme participants, on top of
that gathered during the independent audit and monitoring already undertaken, to satisfy itself
that all accredited employers follow best-practice dispute resolution principles,34 and also, of
course, that they manage claims to the standard required by the Accident Compensation Act
2001.35 Some of the review’s recommendations will help to mitigate these concerns, especially
those relating to use of alternative dispute resolution, changes to FairWay’s review process and
access to medical evidence. Another way to ensure consistency of approaches, as well as fair
outcomes for employees, is for ACC to better benchmark employers’ claims and disputes
management against best practice and implement the lessons from such benchmarks. This was
a suggestion put to the review by the association, and it is one the review endorses. Finally, the
review simply notes that accredited employer programme employees are entitled to complain to
ACC directly about the management of their claim in the same manner as a person whose claim
is managed by ACC, and have the same access to the ACC complaints service.
34
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ACC initiatives
In July 2014 (towards the end of Acclaim’s study period), ACC committed itself to improving the
experience of its customers, including those declined claims. One way it planned to do this was
by putting “people before process”. Another was by being “fair and open”.
Shaping our Future: Shaping our Future is ACC’s organisational strategy to improve its customer
outcomes and experience. To do this, ACC has established a transformation programme,
adopted a new vision and set of values and implemented intensive customer experience training.
Shaping our Future is about changing ACC’s culture to be more “customer focused” and to
“increase public trust and confidence”. The programme aims to remove some of the complexity
that obscures what ACC does, how customers can access its services and the advice it provides.
ACC acknowledges the changes are not “big bang changes happening all at once”.36
Although small, some were evident to the review, particularly those related to the way some of
ACC’s dedicated units deal with claims and disputes. The review found that participants have
noticed a “huge improvement” in the way the elective services and sensitive claims units work
with clients. Staff are “empathic, helpful and prepared to resolve matters”. One interviewee
described the elective services unit as “fantastic to deal with”.
At the branch level, however, the consensus is that “it still feels like process before people”,
including the way staff handle reviews and appeals. The review heard many anecdotes from
lawyers, advocates and support groups about their frustrations dealing with case managers to
sensibly resolve disputes. Changing the culture of an organisation, especially one as large as
ACC with a workforce of more than 3,400, takes time: ACC said that changing its culture remains
a key focus and is a work in progress.
Tika: Launched in February 2014, Tika (“the right thing, the right way, at the right time”) focuses
on improving the customer experience and the quality of ACC decision-making. Tika puts
emphasis on face-to-face conversations with clients to explain decisions before they are issued
(clearly a good thing); on encouraging more customer feedback; and on reviewing ACC
processes to record, analyse and learn from complaints and reviews.37 (A related project is
ACC’s Voice of the Customer programme, in which customer groups provide feedback about
ACC’s service and how it can be better tailored to customer needs.)38
ACC is also piloting a project to improve the quality of medical opinions from doctors and
specialists (which will in turn improve the quality of decision-making) in relation to claims, reviews
and appeals. The project also aims to ensure that the way ACC selects medical assessors and
seeks medical opinions is both consistent and clear to clients, medical providers and the public
(see part six).
Transformation programme: This programme involves an investment of $456 million to integrate
ACC’s people, process, information and technology to meet customers’ needs.39 Until now,
however, it has not, as one ACC interviewee acknowledged, “made great progress in providing
information to clients in a way that is automated and simple to understand and navigate”.
It is clear to the review that ACC has put a lot of careful thought into the programme’s design to
help deliver its Shaping our Future strategy. As part of the first phase, ACC undertook research
into what customers wanted, recognising this was an essential step before undertaking any
major system redesign. It surveyed or conducted workshops involving about 5,500 New
Zealanders (including 1,400 staff). The research results were fed into the second stage –
planning and design – which was completed late last year.
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The delivery phase will happen in two stages over the next five years. The first stage, which is
underway, focuses on improving services for business customers (levy payers) through such
measures as simplified levy invoices. It also focuses on improving weekly compensation
processes for clients. The second stage, to start in 2018, will focus on enhanced digital access
and improving rehabilitation and return-to-work processes. Implementing this programme is a
huge exercise. The intention is that, by the project’s completion, all of ACC’s customer groups
will be able to access information more effectively online. Tangible differences clients will notice
in the longer term include:




an online portal for clients to view, manage and edit all their personal information, view their
entitlements and change the date for weekly compensation payments
an integrated electronic platform that will enable clients to get instant cover decisions when
they first consult a doctor
an upgraded website.

Changes as part of the first two programmes are starting to have some impact. ACC reported
that client satisfaction levels have risen, in particular with the way respondents’ claims are
handled and the time taken to do this, while the percentage of respondents who strongly agreed
that “ACC would look after them” has also risen.40 And importantly, reviews and appeal numbers
have fallen (see part four).
All these changes – present and pending – will not eliminate disputes. And claimants will still feel
that ACC continues to put “process before people”. But they should address some of Acclaim’s
concerns about ACC processes and, in the longer term, should lead to fewer disputes – the
focus of this review – as well as a better overall experience for ACC customers.
The wider themes considered here are essentially about organisational culture and do not, nor
need not, lend themselves to formal recommendations. The review is confident ACC will
nonetheless give them careful consideration. Only one formal recommendation is made.
Recommendations
The review recommends:


40

ACC explores ways to better collect and analyse data about claims and disputes.

As measured by quarterly Research New Zealand surveys.
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PART FOUR: BEING HEARD

6.

Research results

What exactly does not “being heard” mean? Acclaim defines it as “the injured person [not] being
able to have a competent independent person in power examine the problem they present and
decide on the problem”.41 But it adds two further dimensions, one of perception – that justice is
being done – and the other of genuine consideration of a claimant’s case (which may go beyond
the strict legal dispute).42 Acclaim’s concerns under this theme extend to all three stages: ACC’s
internal decision-making, FairWay’s statutory review and District Court appeals.
Acclaim details a range of concerns about the first stage – that processes have been “overlaid
with complex procedural requirements before [a] claim will even be accepted”; that adverse
decisions by ACC have a significant impact on claimants, their homes and family; and that the
experience of dealing with ACC causes “stress” and “deterioration in health”, including mental
health problems.43
As to the second stage, it notes with concern the small number of reviews relative to the overall
number of claims for cover or entitlements that are declined. Acclaim says it would be difficult to
explain the very small proportion of reviews and appeals relative to the overall number of ACC
decisions “solely according to the substantive merits of the dispute”. 44Rather, it says there are
barriers in the way of claimants at the review stage. These are principally procedural, such as
whether the reviewer adopts the investigative approach required by statute (including testing of
evidence); has sufficient time during the hearing; and is independent.45
Acclaim’s research relating to stage three, the District Court process, ranges widely and includes
comments by judges expressing sympathy with claimants who represent themselves, comments
indicating concern with ACC’s conduct, comments (or lack of them) in judgments about fault or
blame for a claimant’s injury, references in judgments to a claimant’s distress, the extent of
discussion (or not) of non-covered effects of injury in judgments, and the virtual absence of any
record of language or communication barriers.46 These various matters – as Acclaim
acknowledged to the review – do not demonstrate any failure by the judges to hear claimants’
cases impartially and fairly. But they do raise, it says, the question of how a claimant can truly
feel heard if these other factors – so important to them – go unacknowledged by the courts (or by
ACC or reviewers).
Finally, Acclaim says there is a fundamental problem of delay, especially with District Court
appeals, that exacerbates “already difficult circumstances for those that are disabled”.47
Acclaim’s chief focus is on the statutory review and District Court processes as directly relevant
to the access to justice problem. This review, too, has focused primarily on FairWay’s processes
and to a far lesser extent the District Court’s. It makes only brief comments on, and suggestions
for improvement of, ACC’s internal processes at the end of this part of the report.

7.

Statutory review process

The review – as does FairWay – agrees that the review process is in need of change and
proposes improvements. One solution Acclaim proposes is to make regulations setting out a
framework, or rules, governing the conduct of the statutory review process.48 But first, it is
necessary to outline how the current FairWay review process works and the problems that stand
41
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in the way of its fair and efficient operation.49 This section then outlines some reform measures.
(Brief mention is made of Gresson Dorman & Co’s review processes in Timaru, which is smallscale and works well.)
The FairWay process
General
FairWay is a Crown-owned company that provides various complaint management and dispute
resolution services. It reports (via an independent board) to the Ministers of Finance and ACC.
ACC contracts FairWay to conduct reviews and pays FairWay for this service. (Section 139 of
the Accident Compensation Act 2001 gives ACC the power to engage reviewers, which is
exercised independently by FairWay under its contract with ACC.)50
FairWay currently has 30 reviewers (20 employees and 10 contractors). Twenty-five are legally
qualified and all are trained in alternative dispute resolution methods.51 One full-time mediator is
also employed to mediate reviews where ACC and the claimant agree to this.
The Accident Compensation Act 2001 requires every reviewer to:







act “independently” when conducting a review (s 138)
conduct reviews “in any manner he or she thinks fit” but complying with natural justice
(s 140)
adopt an investigative approach to ensure the review is informal, timely and practical
(s 140)
hold a “hearing” (s 141)52
admit any “relevant evidence” whether or not “admissible in a court” (s 141)
put aside ACC’s decision and “look at the matter afresh” (s 145).

Legal representation is allowed (s 142) and case law establishes that the parties can give
evidence and make submissions. Case law, too, establishes that the reviewer’s role is essentially
an inquisitorial one in deciding whether to revoke, modify or uphold ACC’s decision to decline
cover or entitlements.
FairWay completes about 6,000 reviews a year.53 Numbers are falling:

FairWay and ACC consider there are two key reasons: first, ACC’s greater emphasis since 2014
on improving the customer experience has resulted in fewer disputes; and secondly, an increase
in the number of reviews resolved before reaching a hearing. Both organisations expect the trend
to continue as ACC’s new alternative dispute resolution process is used more. Acclaim, on the
other hand, considers this reduction reflects access to justice problems. Without hard data it is
49
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difficult to say which view is correct. But given the sudden drop occurred about the same time as
ACC began initiatives to improve the customer experience, the review considers the ACCFairWay explanation is a credible one.
The scope of reviews is broad. FairWay’s graph below (and see also appendix five for all types of
reviews) shows that by far the largest proportion of completed reviews in 2015 related to elective
surgery (often addressing the thorny injury versus degeneration question) and cover (addressing
the questions: was there an injury and/or what caused it?).54 Some disputes can involve medical
costs running into thousands of dollars. Others may involve a claim for a few hundred dollars for
physiotherapy treatment (although these types of claims are declining since ACC has stepped up
its efforts to resolve low-value claims).

The process
A claimant has three months from ACC’s decision to lodge a review application. FairWay
typically receives the application (and ACC file) three to four weeks after the lodging date.
Requiring claimants to file their applications with ACC allows the corporation to re-examine its
decision (or try to resolve the claim by alternative dispute resolution) before sending it to
FairWay.
ACC forwards the relevant file electronically to FairWay (historical cases can run to hundreds –
sometimes even thousands – of pages), along with a list of the documents ACC (and sometimes
the claimant if consulted) considers to be “relevant” to the decision. An executive reviewer (not
the reviewer who will hear the matter) looks at, among other things, whether the review is within
the statutory scheme and whether the case is ready to be set down for a hearing.55 Sometimes
the executive reviewer convenes a telephone conference to case-manage the file. The file is then
assigned to a co-ordinator to liaise with the parties and set down the hearing.
The co-ordinator must schedule a hearing date within three months of ACC (not FairWay)
receiving the review application. If not scheduled by then, the application is deemed to have
been in the claimant’s favour.56 The reviewer hearing the case typically receives the file a week
before the hearing. The hearing then takes place unless the claimant withdraws his or her
application or ACC revokes its original decision. Withdrawals happen frequently (and are on the
rise).57 ACC data for 2014-15 shows 42 per cent of reviews were withdrawn before the hearing
(34.4 per cent for 2009-10).
ACC could not provide data about precisely why 42 per cent of cases were withdrawn (it does
not collect such data). But it (and FairWay) said a good many withdrawals would have been
because ACC settled the case (often when new medical evidence was obtained) or the claimant
withdrew, having realised (often after taking advice) that the decision was the right one –
medically and legally. Acclaim and others, however, gave the review anecdotal evidence that
some claimants decided the process was simply too costly, time-consuming or challenging. No
doubt all three reasons were at work. But what is clear from the elective services’ data (appendix
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four) is that ACC reversed 25 per cent of reviews in this area in 2014-15 after getting “new
information”.
Hearings are held at 31 locations nationwide. Claimants are usually present. ACC is often
represented via telephone. Hearings are typically allocated an hour unless agreed otherwise.
The hearing, like the entire process, is intended to be informal and investigative, but the review
was surprised to learn that many hearings involve the administering of oaths and crossexaminations. Some descend to the level of adversarial contest, which the statute plainly never
intended. A real bone of contention for claimants is that they must take the oath but, where the
case manager attends the hearing, he or she (mostly) does not (as ACC’s advocate, rather than
witness, at the hearing).
Resolution times (the period from lodging a review application to the issuing of a decision)
depend on the nature and complexity of the claim, but on average 80 per cent are completed in
six months. Of the remaining 20 per cent, half are completed within seven to nine months, and
half within nine months to two years.
A final note: ACC has contracted FairWay to conciliate (or mediate) a small number of reviews
following the introduction in December 2015 of its alternative dispute resolution process. About
60 per cent of cases handled in this way were resolved either at the conciliation conference or
shortly after.
Decisions, costs and appeals
Decisions are issued within 28 days of the hearing. Reviewers have a decision template to
follow, but styles differ nonetheless. The review was generally impressed by the quality of the
decisions, especially when delivered in such a short time. FairWay’s involvement ends with the
written decision, except for preparing a transcript of the hearing (hearings are recorded) if the
claimant appeals to the District Court. Decisions are not published because there are so many,
and because it would compromise claimants’ privacy.
FairWay figures between June 2008 and June 2015 show nearly two-thirds of review decisions
favoured ACC, and one third claimants.

ACC’s target is for reviews to favour it in 84 per cent of cases (a measure that includes reviews
withdrawn or settled before the hearing).58
The reviewer awards prescribed costs under regulations (or “reasonable” costs for cases falling
under the 1982 Act).59 Costs must be awarded in claimants’ favour if they win the review, and
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a scale of costs on review, including maximum awards for preparation and lodging of the review application,
participation in any case conference, other preparation for the review, appearance at the hearing, relevant and
reasonably necessary reports from medical specialists and other reasonably incurred expenses, such as
transport to a hearing or time off work.
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costs may be awarded to unsuccessful applicants as long as they acted reasonably in applying
for the review.60 FairWay said reviewers awarded costs in about 80 per cent of cases.
The percentage of FairWay decisions appealed to the District Court and overturned has been
increasing. Between 2008 and 2015 the number of appeals to the court rose 34 per cent, and the
number overturned rose 15 per cent. In 2014, almost half were overturned.

The reason for the significant jump in successful appeals in 2013-14 is hard to pinpoint, but
FairWay attributes it partly to the appointment of full-time judges to hear appeals at about this
time; but also to a rise in the number of claimants providing new medical evidence at the appeal.
As one judge put it, there is “a tendency for parties to keep their experts for the court hearing,
seen as the big battle”. Since then, the percentage of reviews overturned has fallen. FairWay
says data for the first four months of 2016 shows the number of review decisions overturned is
24 per cent, but it is too soon to say whether this is a temporary or longer-term trend. FairWay
data suggests about 70 per cent are overturned because of new medical evidence or because
the court takes a different view (or interpretation) of existing medical evidence, and that the
remaining 30 per cent are overturned because of a point of law or because the court takes a
different view of factual evidence. This highlights how critical medical evidence is to outcomes.
Gresson Dorman & Co
Individuals who have taken part in reviews conducted by Gresson Dorman & Co said the process
works very well. The firm receives nearly 100 review applications a year (about a third of which
are withdrawn before a hearing). The firm’s cases are a different mix to those that come to
FairWay: about two-thirds relate to suspension of entitlements or declined medical treatment
costs. The balance is mainly about vocational independence assessment decisions or declined
cover claims.
The key feature of the firm’s approach is its active pursuit of all medical evidence before the
hearing. It will inquire whether the claimant, or his or her lawyer or advocate, has sought all
possible evidence and when it is likely to arrive. It always makes a follow-up inquiry several
weeks before the hearing. In the event evidence fails to arrive, the firm grants any adjournment
on the strict understanding that it be available at the rescheduled date. The firm happily
acknowledged its reputation as “the big bad ogre that requires the medical evidence to be due on
time” and told the review that, mostly, parties comply with rescheduled dates.
To ensure maximum efficiency, it requires any submissions to be filed five working days before
the hearing. It arranges for the simultaneous exchange of submissions between the parties. If
one party is late, it delays the exchange. In that way, neither side gains the advantage of extra
time to scrutinise submissions. Hearings are usually one to two hours. Reviewers put a strong
emphasis on “questioning and probing”. They also “try to articulate what each side is saying so
as to help all parties, including the reviewer, fully understand the issue in question”. Reviews are
typically completed within three to four months. Lawyers and advocates said that the quality of
the firm’s written decisions was high.
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There can be no question such an approach is administratively much easier with 100 cases a
year than FairWay’s 6,000 a year. Nonetheless, the firm’s methods provide lessons about the
importance of close and active tracking of cases and a definite investigative approach.
Current problems
The need to improve FairWay’s process was a recurring theme among those the review
interviewed. FairWay freely acknowledges the necessity of change. Indeed, it began planning
improvements in late 2014. Some were implemented in 2015 (and interviewees noted an already
discernible improvement) while others are scheduled to come into effect in July 2016. The main
concerns expressed by interviewees were as follows.
Independence: Acclaim’s 2014 survey strongly highlighted respondents’ perception that
reviewers are not independent of ACC. Comments to the review echoed that viewpoint.
Claimants struggle to understand how FairWay can be independent when ACC funds its review
work. But service funders and service providers can stand at arm’s-length from one another.
Ombudsman schemes in New Zealand – the Banking Ombudsman and Insurance and Financial
Services Ombudsman – are funded by their respective industries, but there can be no doubt
about their obligations to provide impartial and fair decisions. Moreover, not only are reviewers
legally required to act independently, but FairWay’s agreements with its staff and contractors are
explicit in spelling out this obligation. And reviewers emphasised that their independence is
something they jealously guard. But as the review notes later, such independence should not be
at the cost of consistency of process and adherence to FairWay guidance on the conduct of
reviews.
But what it is unusual here (as Acclaim, FairWay and others pointed out to the review), is that
claimants must file their review application not with FairWay as the reviewer, but ACC as the
cover provider whose decision is under challenge. The application is an ACC-branded form
(ACC33). And it is ACC that contracts with FairWay to provide the review service and sets
FairWay’s key performance measures. The contract is publicly available, having been released
under the Official Information Act 1982 (subject to the deletion of pricing and key performance
measures). Plainly, funding is confidentially sensitive but it is questionable why key performance
measures should remain confidential when these relate to customer focus, timeliness, service
quality and the review decision’s compliance with statutory requirements – all characteristics
fundamental to any best-practice dispute resolution scheme. ACC is currently considering
whether these measures should be made public.
Concerns about partiality are perceived rather than real. But they nonetheless raise questions
about whether changes are needed to remove such perceptions.
Inconsistency between reviewers: Another recurring theme is the considerable inconsistency in
how reviewers approach review hearings. Some are “investigative”, others “adversarial”. There is
also a marked difference, the review was told, in what reviewers consider the statutory process
allows them to do in managing the hearing. Some are prepared to give directions requiring, for
example, ACC to provide further medical evidence where appropriate. This is perfectly
permissible as part of an investigative approach. Others, however, are not prepared to do so,
believing such directions exceed their powers. Such inconsistency in approach is unacceptable.
Given the importance of ensuring relevant medical evidence is presented at the review hearing
and not left for District Court appeals, any steps that ensure reviewers can direct medical
evidence to be provided (whether by ACC or the claimant) deserve encouragement.
Adjournments: About 30 per cent of reviews (see graph below) are adjourned each month – often
at the last minute, and even on the day of the hearing. FairWay told the review the “single
biggest issue is claimants’ inability to access medical evidence”. Claimants have difficulty finding
an expert, and even when they do, the individual is invariably busy, with the result that their
specialist reports are often unavailable by the hearing date. Because the law requires an
applicant to be given a week’s notice of a hearing date, there is no opportunity to fill gaps that
appear at short notice in reviewers’ schedules. (Reviewers hear a number of reviews the same
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day as they travel around the country.) The result is huge inefficiency and “severely depleted”
hearing lists.

Claimants represented by lawyers accounted for 80 per cent of adjournment requests in 2015
(although these cases made up only 50 per cent of reviews). Partly this is because their lawyers
often recommend their clients seek medical evidence (and hence the adjournment) and partly
because of their busy workload. The review was told some lawyers repeatedly asked for
adjournments (sometimes four or more per case).
To avoid cancelling a hearing date altogether, reviewers sometimes hear from the applicant and
ACC on factual aspects of the case and adjourn the matter partly heard to a later date – often
three or more months away – until medical evidence arrives and the hearing can resume. This is
totally unsatisfactory for both sides. Interestingly, several long-serving FairWay reviewers noted
that when, in earlier days, hearing reviewers were given the task of case managing the review
file, the adjournment rate was nothing like today’s levels. Gresson Dorman & Co’s experience
bears out the importance of active case management in minimising adjournment requests.
Withdrawal of reviews: As already noted, a significant number (currently 42 per cent) of reviews
are withdrawn before hearings. This is a good thing in those cases where ACC and the claimant
have resolved the dispute. However, the review heard repeated pleas for settlements to happen
sooner in the process to spare claimants the time, cost and stress of preparing their case.
Notably, reviewers issued 493 decisions in 2015 about claimants’ entitlements to receive costs
incurred before withdrawing their reviews, including settlement.
The one-hour hearing: Many claimants feel an hour is insufficient time to tell their story – a
sentiment borne out in Acclaim’s 2014 survey.61 There is an option to set down longer if
necessary. But claimants who represent themselves seldom know this, and reviewers have no
scope to go over the one-hour booking time in such situations without affecting those next on the
schedule.
Telephone hearings: ACC’s reliance on the telephone, rather than having a representative
physically present, at hearings is not particularly helpful for claimants, but the reality is there is no
real alternative since costs would escalate steeply if ACC were always represented in person
(especially when so many reviews involve its Dunedin-based elective services unit). Pleasingly,
however, FairWay began trialling video-conferencing in 2015 and, with technology
improvements, hopes this will be used more in future.
Case manager attendance: Exactly who handles a review varies widely in the different units and
branches of ACC. Elective surgery disputes are dealt with by a dedicated review team. Its
members are not involved in the original decisions to accept or reject surgery applications. In
other parts of ACC, “designated advocates” represent the corporation – again, not the original
decision-maker. In other reviews, it is the case manager (or equivalent) who handled the
customer’s claim who attends the review hearing. According to ACC, however, case managers
now represent ACC in only a minority of cases, almost exclusively at branch level.
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A commonly expressed view was that, to use one interviewee’s words, “claimants don’t want
case managers at the hearing because they think they’ve got a fixed view”. Other interviewees
said some branch case managers showed, in their view, little empathy for claimants and their
predicament, although this was in contrast to that shown by the dedicated units (such as elective
services and sensitive claims) where, they said, there had been a discernible increase in such
understanding.
Reviewers, as well as lawyers and advocates, said some case managers were defensive about
their decisions; their submissions were too long and they cited irrelevant case law. Reviewers
also told the review that hearings in the past were "better" when designated advocates
represented ACC. These individuals were legally qualified or experienced senior staff who were
quick to recognise when an ACC decision under review was wrong and would reverse it before
the hearing. They would also work with claimants' lawyers and advocates to identify the real
issues in dispute and generally ensured hearings ran smoothly.
The review file: Reviewers, lawyers and advocates all said that some review files could be
“messy and difficult to follow because they frequently contained many duplicated documents that
disrupted the chronological sequence”. This was especially so with branch files. They noted,
however, that ACC files had been getting tidier in recent times, especially from dedicated units
such as elective services (which has the largest number of reviews). Extraneous documents
were removed and those remaining properly indexed. These parties all spoke of the inevitable
task of tidying up ACC’s files (at a cost to themselves or the client) to get them into a
manageable shape to study. ACC acknowledges file management remains a problem.
Reviewers’ preparedness: Several interviewees said that reviewers were not reading the review
file in preparation for the hearing. Nor, they added, could reviewers do so when paid only “$450 a
case”.62 FairWay acknowledged that in the past some reviewers did not read the file until the
hearing, preferring to hear from both sides in person. But FairWay now insists reviewers read the
file beforehand – critical, this review considers, to “being heard”.
Scheduling hearings: As previously noted, FairWay must schedule the hearing within three
months of the date that the claimant lodges the review application. Since FairWay does not
usually receive the application and file until three to four weeks after lodging, this puts it under
pressure to contact claimants or their representatives to set down a hearing. Lawyers and
advocates commonly complained that such phone calls are “frustrating” if they have not had the
time, where required, to re-assemble the file, read it and understand the issues before being
asked to decide on a hearing date.
Delays: It is troubling that 10 per cent of reviews are taking nine months or more to complete,
and some of those as long as two years. This is far from timely.
Decisions: Readability varies between reviewers. Some decisions can be reasonably well
understood by the claimant, but others cannot. A key objective must be that reviewers write
decisions in plain English, free as much as possible from legal and medical jargon, consistent
with an “informal” process.
Costs: Acclaim’s 2014 survey noted that some claimants were unaware of their ability to ask for
costs. FairWay told the review that in February 2015 (after Acclaim’s report) it introduced a
hearing checklist for reviewers that makes clear they must discuss costs with both parties. But
plainly claimants need to be told this at the outset of the review process. ACC told the review it
provided a fact sheet to all clients when they lodged a review application informing them of their
ability to seek costs. Another theme was that the scale of review costs was “so low” that many
claimants simply could not afford to apply for, or continue with, a review. Others might
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successfully challenge a decision, but were still left out of pocket because awarded costs fell far
short of actual costs.
Pending changes
FairWay is taking steps to remedy many of these problems. In late 2014, after talking to
claimants, lawyers, advocates and ACC, it began a programme of service improvements. Among
the programme’s initiatives is the introduction from July 2016 of an electronic customer portal
that will allow both the claimant and ACC to review the case file, set dates and times for a case
management conference and hearing, upload documents and request adjournments or
withdrawals. Other improvements include the trialling of a case management process in which
hearing reviewers, not executive reviewers, conduct conferences, to be introduced nationally
from July 2016; development of a procedural checklist for use by reviewers during the hearing; a
better decision-writing template to ensure consistent plain English decisions; and the extension
of a peer-review trial to ensure the quality and readability of decisions.63 Particularly pertinent,
too, are FairWay’s plans to require reviewers to adopt a more investigative approach in hearings
– by orienting the hearing towards an inquiry into the facts rather than, to use FairWay’s words,
“allowing the parties to lock horns”.
Improvements to the review process
Despite this programme of improvements, there was a widespread feeling among participants
that more improvement is needed to meet dispute resolution best-practice principles. This review
agrees – as indeed does FairWay – and sets out options for improvement below.
Independence
FairWay is satisfied, as is this review, that reviewers act independently of ACC. But the fact
remains that some claimants – as the Acclaim report notes – think otherwise. FairWay says the
perception of bias towards ACC is very real and is often raised by claimants during the review
process. Indeed, as hard as it tries to emphasise its independence from ACC, claimants remain
suspicious it is “following ACC’s instructions”.
FairWay says its 100 per cent ownership by the Government exacerbates matters because it
constrains its ability to promote its independence from ACC and the Crown. A change of
ownership would resolve this difficulty, but such a step would obviously require careful
consideration and is a matter for the Government, not this review.
The more immediate question is whether it is appropriate, when independence (real and
perceived) is such an important attribute of any dispute resolution scheme, that FairWay’s
contractual relationship is with the entity whose decisions it reviews. It is also hard to know
whether, even if unintentionally, ACC’s – rightfully imposed – time and cost performance
measures may stifle FairWay’s ability to innovate, improve or identify concerns about ACC’s
performance. Acclaim also pointed to numerous clauses in ACC’s contract with FairWay that, it
said, undermined FairWay’s independence.
Some participants suggested the idea of inserting a third party into the contractual relationship
between FairWay and ACC to enhance the perception (and substance) of independence. The
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, they said, was one candidate. It was already
responsible for accident compensation policy and had contract management expertise as well as
dispute resolution expertise within its Government Centre for Dispute Resolution. (Another
candidate, some said, might be the Ministry of Justice.) Funding could be via the ministry (much
as it flows from ACC to the Ministry of Justice to fund the District Court appeals process) or
directly, as at present. Contractual separation could still allow ACC time to carry out its own
internal review process.
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ACC considers that it is unnecessary to insert a third party into its contractual relationship,
suggesting that the current arrangement adequately ensures FairWay’s independence.
It would be inappropriate for the review to decide between these competing contentions. Any
change in the contractual relationship between ACC and FairWay – with its obvious policy
implications – would be a significant step requiring careful consideration by the Ministry of
Business, Innovation and Employment and the Treasury (responsible for monitoring ACC and
FairWay). Also, such a change might possibly require statutory amendment.64
But on the premise that the contract remains with FairWay and ACC, the review does consider it
important to make some practical modifications to the current system:






the application form should be reformatted to look less like a standard “ACC document”
claimants should file review applications with FairWay (copied simultaneously to ACC to
enable it review the decision internally or initiate alternative dispute resolution) unless the
extra cost of doing this outweighs the benefit – a point emphasised by ACC
the contract should be reviewed to remove any provisions that might be perceived as
undermining FairWay’s independence, real or perceived
FairWay’s key performance measures should be made public
FairWay (and Gresson Dorman & Co) should make decisions on extending the three-month
period for a review, not ACC.

These reforms – if only partially implemented – could go a long way towards lessening concerns
about FairWay’s independence and could also avoid the inevitable delays associated with
contractual (or statutory) change.
Process
At a forum to discuss possible reforms, all participants agreed that the review process could be
further improved by what the review calls “tracking” and “triage”.65
Tracking: This new process would get away from the one-size-fits-all approach. Cases – as
happens with courts and other dispute resolution schemes – could be classified as, say, “simple”,
“standard” or “complex” and dealt with accordingly, both in terms of speed and process. Many
simple cases (for example, cover for physiotherapy visits or straightforward surgery) would be
dealt with informally (without oaths and cross-examination) within three months and within a onehour hearing (possibly up to two hours for some). Fast-tracking urgent cases could be another
option.
Standard cases – the less straightforward, but not the hugely complex – would likewise be
handled with a fair degree of informality but with a deadline of, say, three to six months. Very
complex cases, such as those about work-related gradual process injuries and vocational
independence (which many lawyers said were “hugely complex” and time-consuming), would
need a greater degree of formality. Some complex cases might realistically take six to nine
months to complete. Cases should not, bar the very exceptional, take more than a year to
complete. Oaths and cross-examination might be appropriate for such cases, but the reviewer’s
approach would still be within the more “informal” and “investigative” framework the statute
requires.
Tracking, it must be emphasised, would be an administrative tool only for FairWay (and the
reviewer) to help better manage cases. Its use would depend on a range of factors, such as the
parties themselves, the nature of the issue in dispute and whether the claimant had legal
representation. Early triaging to decide whether a case is simple, straightforward or complex will
be required. Flexibility would also be needed. A review might begin on a standard track but on
closer examination might prove more complicated. The important point, and one the review
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cannot emphasise enough, is that cases would not be treated, unlike currently, as though they
were all the same.
Triaging: Good triaging requires active and continuing case management by the reviewer in the
period between reading the file and the eve of the hearing. A case management conference
should look to identify the real issues in dispute, what further information the reviewer or parties
may need, the likely hearing time and a realistic timetable for providing evidence and/or
submissions if required. Case management would also allow the reviewer to give directions, for
example, that medical evidence be provided where appropriate – sometimes by ACC, sometimes
by the claimant. Some complex cases may even require several case management conferences.
And it would be important that such conferences were minuted.
Timetabling: The process should allow for better allocation and use of time and ensure neither
party turns up on the day with new evidence or submissions. There should be greater discretion
to discuss how the arguments might be presented. In a straightforward case, parties – with the
reviewer’s input – might agree that no more than an outline of argument of a few pages was
necessary.66 The review heard several anecdotes about submissions for quite small claims that
ran to tens of pages. There would also be greater follow-up of parties to ensure they would meet
deadlines. Adjournments would be permissible where needed, but would not be the norm for 30
per cent of cases, as at present.
Early costs decision: The review was told many claimants were reluctant at the review stage to
get a medical report because of the cost. They did not know, until the end of the review, whether
the reviewer would accept that the application was reasonably brought, and therefore they would
be entitled to costs (including for a medical report). The review proposes that FairWay reviewers
be able to give an in-principle costs decision once they have all the information they need at the
case management conference or shortly thereafter to decide that the claimant acted reasonably
in applying for the review. (This would be subject only to any matters arising later that would
warrant revoking this decision – something likely in only exceptional circumstances.)
This would not be an award of costs, but it would give claimants the certainty that costs would
ultimately be awarded. Secure in this knowledge, they could obtain the medical report that might
be critical to their prospects of success. It might even be possible in some cases to agree on a
way to enable early payment for those lacking the means at this point to pay for such a report.
The review has no doubt that for some claimants, the problem of finding the money to pay for a
medical report, and thus to have any real prospects of success at the review hearing, is a very
real one.
Hearings: Hearings would no longer be scheduled in one-hour blocks, a change that would
require more nimble administration. But with good case management it should be possible to
schedule cases according to the estimated hearing time. The degree of informality would, as
already noted, vary with the particular case. But above all reviewers must, as the statute
requires, be more investigative in their approach. They should question, probe and more
generally aim to get the issue aired in a way that goes beyond merely asking the claimant to
present his or her case, then ACC to present its case, then the claimant to give a reply. The
review read a sample of hearing transcripts, and some were conducted with so little testing of
either side’s case that claimants were unlikely to have felt that their case had been heard
properly. Other transcripts, it should be said, revealed a quite different approach, with frequent
helpful intervention by the reviewer. It is a matter only of ensuring reviewers fully understand
what “investigative” means and that they get the requisite training. FairWay already has this
under way.
Outcomes: An important attribute of a best-practice dispute resolution scheme is that lessons are
identified and disseminated for educational and prevention purposes. FairWay should have this
obligation, a matter discussed in the next part of the report (access to law).
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It is hard to see that such changes would need significant extra funding. But plainly there will be
some extra costs for more effective case management, peer-review work and employing staff to
focus on education and prevention (the last of these amounting to perhaps $250,000 a year at
most). Because better case management ought to produce some savings as a result of fewer
adjournments, FairWay and ACC will need to resolve what funding adjustments may be required,
allowing for the extra time reviewers will need to case-manage their workloads and peer-review
decisions. The review has no doubt more robust review decisions will lead to fewer appeals, and
that the savings from this will help defray the extra outlay.
Regulations or guidelines: The question that arises is whether such a revised process is set out
in regulations or formal rules (as Acclaim proposed) or in guidelines. Weighing all considerations,
the review favours guidelines. Process and procedural matters – like the suggested
improvements – are less suitable for regulations. And guidelines have the advantage of speed
(regulation would be some time away) and flexibility if change is required. This was the clear
majority view of the forum. The point was also well made that if participants did not co-operate
and follow such guidelines, then regulations might be a future option. The review adds, too, that
the forum also demonstrated the obvious benefit in FairWay consulting with participants on draft
guidelines and indeed meeting, say, twice a year with a cross-section of participants to help
identify issues, lessons and any changes to the guidelines that might be required from time to
time.
FairWay intends to begin making a series of improvements to its processes by 1 July 2016. It will
take FairWay some time to draft guidelines and get participants’ feedback, so it may well choose
to defer those improvements and introduce all the changes simultaneously. That is a decision for
FairWay to make. However, publication of the guidelines should not be delayed by debate about
their form. Some participants believe statutory change or regulation is the way forward, but the
review is unconvinced this is necessary. It considers a degree of pragmatism and goodwill is
needed at this point. Early publication of guidelines will provide certainty, clarity and consistency
of process, making it vital they are put into practice as soon as practicable. After all, the sooner
improvements are made, the better the outcome for claimants.
A final word about all the changes: Acclaim told the review the focus of any reform must be to
"get reviewers less independent from FairWay" and at the same time to “get FairWay more
independent from ACC". The review could not put it better. Its hope is that the suggested
improvements, both to processes and to perceptions of independence, will achieve exactly that.
Other matters
Designated advocates or case managers: ACC’s elective services unit considers there are clear
advantages in having a dedicated team manage reviews. It says the advantages are many. The
claimant does not feel that the person who made the decision is at the review to defend it; the
relationship between the case manager and claimant is preserved; and the review manager can
step away from the review process once the review is complete. Also dedicated reviewers can
build relationships with reviewers, lawyers and advocates, making for better all-round
management of the review as well as build up their own expertise to help ensure more
consistency in outcomes. The unit regards this arrangement as providing a potential “template”
for all reviews. The review agrees. But this is a matter for ACC’s board and management.
Review files: As to review files, ACC says its transformation project will ultimately allow for more
efficient file management. But given the elective services unit’s proven ability to improve its file
management, the review is confident ACC can take short-term measures to try to remedy the
problem of “messy” files.
Costs: The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment is reviewing the regulations
governing review costs. There is no doubt these costs, not looked at since 2008 when they were
adjusted for inflation, do not reflect actual costs, nor are they currently a meaningful contribution
to them. Many interviewees pointed to the fact that the costs award for specialist (and non-
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specialist) medical reports (a maximum of $945 and $466 respectively) falls far short of actual
costs and must be reviewed to improve claimants’ access to medical evidence.
The review was given a range of report costs. A report by an orthopaedic specialist, for example,
costs $500 to $1,500; a report by a psychiatrist costs $1,200 to $2,500; and an impairment
assessment report costs $1,500 to $2,500. Non-specialist reports can often cost very similar
amounts: $1,000 to $2,000 for an attendant case assessment; $500 to $1,000 for an
occupational assessment; and $1,500 to $2,000 for a neuropsychology report.
Many said that preparation costs – particularly if a lawyer or advocate was representing the
claimant – were so inadequate that many claimants were denied competent representation as a
result. They could not afford the shortfall between actual legal costs and the amount recovered
(by regulation). And the review was left in no doubt that for many claimants their ability to persist
with a review often came down to their own lawyer or advocate’s commitment not to abandon
them despite the risk of non-recovery of that shortfall (or their time in general).
It is appropriate that review costs are increased – and more than by just inflation. The ministry
should also take into account recommendations for change to the review process, including that
there is no one-size-fits-all review. One option is to allow the reviewer some flexibility for
additional costs where a particularly complex matter has demanded significant preparation
(gathering evidence, preparing submissions and obtaining specialist reports) and potentially a
hearing of a day or more. Regulations currently provide $175 for a second hour and any later
hours at $14 per 15 minutes (or $56 an hour).
Increased costs will, of course, fall on ACC. But review numbers should drop significantly if ACC
really gets behind its new alternative dispute resolution processes, while more robust review
decisions will result in fewer District Court appeals (where costs are much greater).

8.

District Court appeals

The review does not find there are barriers to justice relating to District Court processes. There
can be no question District Court judges are independent and impartial, and that claimants can
rightly feel they are being heard. Acclaim has since clarified that it never sought to suggest
otherwise.
The review does agree with Acclaim, however, that for claimants to feel that their case has been
heard, any court hearing must take place without undue delay. In the past there were long
delays. But the number of appeals yet to be heard has been falling steadily. In August 2013, the
courts were still to hear 1,553 appeals. By February 2016, this had dropped to 621. Deliberately
targeting old appeals has cut the average appeal age from 700 days in August 2013 to 553 days
by February 2016.67 And after taking into account the time for filing submissions, the reality is
that the waiting time is now 323 days. Appendix six sets out ACC data for the number of open
appeals (those waiting on a hearing) as well as a breakdown of outcomes for the period 2010 to
2016.
All review participants agree there are many reasons for appeal delays, including the high
number of claimants who represent themselves; the relatively high proportion of claimants who
have a mental or physical disability; the need to obtain medical evidence after filing an appeal
and the lack of available specialists to provide such evidence; advocates’ lack of technical skills;
too few lawyers practising in accident compensation law; delays in getting legal aid; the lack of
hearing time in small centres; and the intrinsically greater time needed to case-manage and hear
accident compensation appeals.68 The delays, the review agrees, are not merely of an
administrative nature.
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The District Court has drawn together current practices and procedures into a single document,
Guidelines to Practice and Procedure to Accident Compensation Appeals in the District Court,
which should help mitigate the effect of some of these factors and still further reduce delay. It has
already issued a draft for comment.69
On the various subsidiary points made by Acclaim, the fact is that matters such as fault, a
claimant’s resentment towards any particular agency (ACC) or individual (the person who caused
the injury), distress at the hearing, or language and communication matters during the hearing
are seldom relevant to the legal issues at appeal. The full-time judges currently hearing these
appeals are aware of claimants’ needs and endeavour to hear such appeals in as informal,
investigative and sensitive a manner as possible, without compromising due processes. Judges
undoubtedly make remarks on such matters in the course of the appeal, but they do not – nor
need not – form part of the judgment.
Acclaim did not intend – and the District Court did not take – its comments as criticisms of the
court. District Court judges are the first to acknowledge that Acclaim’s remarks are a “timely
reminder of the sensitive nature of many of the appeals that come before the District Court and
the vulnerability of the claimants bringing them, [and they] are matters that must always be borne
in mind by the judge hearing a particular appeal matters in the course of the appeal”.70 In that
spirit, one suggestion that the review makes is that the judges’ training programme could include
a segment on how to handle cases like these sensitively.

9.

ACC decision-making and dispute resolution processes

Acclaim is right to express concern about the complexity of ACC’s decision-making processes.71
Many of those processes, however, are outside the scope of this review, which is limited to those
directly (or indirectly) relating to dispute resolution. And ACC is taking steps (outlined in part
three) to remove some of that complexity. The review confines itself to five broad comments,
which note concerns, but also improvements – both potential or in train.
Correspondence: Many interviewees noted that correspondence preceding a dispute (declining
or even accepting parts of a claim) was often unclear and confusing. Claimants could not
understand, for example, exactly what injury was covered (and for which body part cover was
accepted or not); what entitlements they were eligible for or not; and what ACC meant when it
referred to the need for a “causal link” between the accident and injury. One advocacy service
said some claimants even read this as a “casual” link. (Many interviewees also remarked on the
complexity of ACC’s forms and said it would be helpful if these were simplified, “in plain language
and without jargon or abbreviations”.)
On the positive side, many interviewees praised the helpfulness of the internal “decision
rationale” document. Since 2012, ACC has used this document to set out why it has declined,
cancelled, suspended or revoked cover or entitlements.72 ACC’s treatment injury centre issues
something similar (a rationale report for complex decisions) while the elective services unit
provides claimants with a copy of the clinical advisory panel’s decision when declining surgical
treatment. In the main, these are available only when requested. Many said these documents
should be included with every letter declining a claim. Doing so, some said, might even avoid
needless reviews. ACC agrees such a step may be worth considering.
ACC also highlighted its efforts – as part of its greater focus on customer engagement – to talk
over decisions declining cover or entitlements before sending the claimant formal
correspondence. Also, staff have been given new support tools to help them work with
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customers.73 This is a welcome development because FairWay told the review that up to 20 per
cent of review decisions stemmed from “communication problems”.
Administrative review process: Acclaim’s examination of ACC’s processes did not include steps
ACC takes between the filing of a review application and the hearing (and in some cases, even
before the application is filed) aimed at resolving disputes by other ways than a review. ACC
conducts internal reviews which involve staff experienced in review hearings. Some panels
include (or get input from) case managers; others do not. ACC is looking at developing a more
consistent approach about whether, or the extent to which, the original decision-maker is
involved in the internal review process. ACC has a period of 20 days for its internal reviews to
give it the opportunity to explain the decision (and its reasoning) to the claimant, consider any
new information and to consider whether the dispute is appropriate for alternative dispute
resolution processes. ACC does not keep data on the number (or percentage) of internal reviews
that result in new decisions in claimants’ favour. The review urges ACC to do so.
Alternative dispute resolution: Most significantly, in late 2015, ACC extended a trial of an
alternative dispute resolution process from six branches to all regions across the country. The
process (outlined in appendix seven) tries to resolve disputes before they get to a hearing, either
by a facilitated conference, conciliation or mediation.74 In a third of cases dealt with in this way,
reviews were withdrawn or settled. Importantly, claimants felt they had been “heard”, and many
“appreciated the help ACC was willing to give them”. They also generally “welcomed the time
and opportunity to rethink and relook at decisions and consider alternative ways forward”. This
should go a considerable way towards alleviating Acclaim’s concerns that some claimants –
rightly or wrongly – do not feel their dispute is heard, as well as reduce the number of reviews.
And to speed up resolution of low-value disputes, ACC has increased the delegation power to
case managers to settle these from $500 to $2,000.
Settlements: Acclaim suggests ACC initiate a settlement process as soon as claimants file
District Court appeals, thereby helping to reduce delays.75 At present, ACC’s review monitoring
panel usually considers whether to settle appeals after claimants have given the court and ACC
their submissions. Settling cases early is always a good thing, rather than, as so often happens,
on the eve of a hearing. But the reality is it is typically not until an appellant has filed its
submissions that the respondent (here ACC) will truly know the case it has to meet. All the
review will say is that clearly anything ACC can do to settle earlier – including use of mediation
where appropriate – would be desirable.
ACC told the review it was actively reviewing all District Court appeals, including those where
claimants had taken no action to progress their appeal, with the aim of establishing whether any
issue remained in dispute or whether the matter could be resolved. The reality is that closer to
the hearing (which may yet be several years away) many of these claimants will settle. ACC’s
current targeted approach – even bringing in outside assistance if needed – to review all appeals
filed before 2016 and make earlier, rather than later, determinations to settle or proceed to a
hearing, could go a long way to reducing the backlog.
Acclaim says that settlement processes should be made public. Many government agencies (the
Commerce Commission being one example) make public their settlement policy and
processes.76 Taking such a step may be something ACC could consider (even though it is not an
enforcement agency) so its customers understand its internal processes to reconsider (including
settling) claims where appropriate, if only in outline form. It would also dispel any perceived
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unwillingness to settle. Such a policy could also pinpoint exactly what the client must do to get a
favourable outcome, such as providing an expert medical report and not waiting, as so often
happens, until the review or even appeal stage to do so. As to its call for settlement data, the
review agrees ACC should be tracking this – it is insightful information.
ACC litigation tactics: The review rejects Acclaim’s contention that ACC’s litigation tactics during
District Court appeals are “aggressive” or adversarial.77 Undoubtedly, ACC enjoys significant
advantages as a seasoned participant in this process, but so do other ministries and Crown
entities when they are involved in court action in their particular spheres of operation. The Inland
Revenue Department and the Ministry of Social Development are just two examples that spring
to mind. Only last year, the High Court commended ACC for its non-adversarial spirit.78 As a
repeat litigant, it is critical, however, that ACC is seen to act, as a model litigant. The review
suggests ACC might adopt (again as other agencies do) a formal model litigant policy.
Lastly, the review has seen no evidence to support Acclaim’s contention that ACC pursues costs
against litigants who represent themselves for deterrent effect. Like any party to litigation, ACC
may be entitled to costs if it succeeds in an appeal and this is not inconsistent with the role of a
model litigant.79
Recommendations
The review recommends:
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PART FIVE: ACCESS TO THE LAW

10.

Research results

Acclaim’s principal finding was that District Court judges differed in how, and the extent to which,
their judgments referred to relevant accident compensation legislation and case law, and also
that judges differed on questions of statutory interpretation, review decisions – in particular they
were not always putting these aside as they should – and generally how they analysed and
resolved issues.80 These matters assumed a special importance, Acclaim said, because the
District Court was the primary source of legal guidance for reviewers (and indeed ACC), given
how few cases went on to higher courts.
A quarter of judgments between 2009 and 2014 did not cite the Act (although citation increased
later in the six years) – despite setting the threshold for a reference as low as a single mention of
“the Act” or a single citing of a section number. Judges more often explained the legislation in
judgments where claimants represented themselves or used advocates. 81 The researchers were
surprised to find – given causation is a question of law – that many judgments did not identify a
question of statutory interpretation. When they did, the judges usually resolved the question by
applying case law (as precedent) or by adopting a purposive interpretation of the legislation.
Fewer than half of the judgments cited case law (although in 2010 it was only a third of
judgments, rising to two-thirds by 2015). Judgments cited case law most often when claimants
used lawyers (55 per cent), less often when they represented themselves (40 per cent) and least
often when they used advocates (33 per cent).82 Decisions issued up to 2013 revealed little
reasoning from case law, although this increased markedly in 2014.
The report found the “vast majority” of judgments mentioned the review decision. Acclaim said
this was “significant given the statutory requirement to set aside the review would seem to
eliminate the need for any reference to the review decision except in identifying jurisdiction”. 83
Acclaim therefore considers it is “manifestly clear” a rehearing is “not what is happening in every
case” such that claimants were denied proper access to law.84 Only 14 per cent of judgments
made no mention of the review decision and only 3 per cent stated that the decision was being
set aside. In the small number of cases where the court did more than neutrally summarise the
review decision, comment was evenly split between criticism and commendation of the decision.
A second finding was that proper access to the law was hindered by the fact ACC-related
judgments were not all available on the New Zealand Legal Information Institute website. “Public
availability of the law,” it noted, “is a key component of the rule of law.” Given the Ministry of
Justice’s website referred claimants to the institute if they were searching for ACC precedents, it
was encumbent on the ministry, it said, to ensure the institute database “is complete, or has
sufficient resources to be completed”.85
A third area examined by Acclaim was the precedent value of District Court judgments. It said
ACC’s board had resolved not to change its policies as a result of adverse District Court
decisions, only those from the High Court. And given there were few High Court cases, it argued
this allowed ACC to “manipulate the appeals process to obtain favourable precedents, and to
settle questions which have been determined by the District Court when leave has been granted
to the High Court”.86
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11.

Review findings

In short, for the reasons that follow, the review does not agree with the conclusions Acclaim
draws from the first and third of its key points, as above. The review agrees, however, that at the
time of Acclaim’s study, proper access to the law was hindered by the unavailability on the New
Zealand Legal Information Institute website of all relevant ACC-related judgments. But resolving
this problem is now largely in hand.
District Court decisions
The review does not accept the significance Acclaim attributes to the finding that some judges
make no reference to the Act or case law in their judgments. It does not mean that judges are
deciding on the merits of claims without reference to these for two reasons. First, it goes without
saying that judges make their decisions taking into account the Act. They cannot do otherwise.
The fact they do not quote the Act, or a particular section of the Act, is incidental. Sometimes it
may be necessary to refer to specific sections of the legislation, or to case law; other times not.
Secondly, judges are being encouraged to write judgments for a layperson. Training by the
Institute of Judicial Studies places considerable emphasis on this point. And so judges have
been encouraged to avoid legalese, and especially the quoting of long extracts from the Act or
case law. But as Acclaim noted, the proportion of judgments making reference to legislation (and
case law) rose during the course of the study period, in any event.
In short, the review finds nothing to suggest – merely because the way in which judges write their
judgments – that claimants are denied justice. But the review does agree with Acclaim that it
would be useful if District Court cases (as the primary guidance material) did refer to the relevant
sections to which the case relates to make it easier for all concerned – but especially those
representing themselves – to search for case law relevant to their dispute.
Another of Acclaim’s findings is that some judges are not complying with a statutory obligation to
disregard review decisions in hearing appeals. But this is not correct. As Acclaim acknowledges,
the appeal is a rehearing. And a rehearing must be, as the word implies, a hearing based on the
material presented before the decision-maker, and any further new evidence, albeit that the
decision-maker is able to come to his or her own view “afresh” on such material. In other words,
the court does not start with a clean slate.87 Accordingly, far from criticising judges for making
reference to such decisions, this review takes the opposite view – that it would be surprising, if
remiss, were judgments never to make any mention of the decisions below. It is part of the
record. The importance of that decision, however, will vary, depending, as it often does, on the
admission of any new evidence.
Acclaim may have arrived at its view by conflating two concepts – “de novo” (“from the beginning,
anew” where in its strictest sense the judge ignores the fact, and result, of the earlier hearing)
and a rehearing (on the record below). Earlier in its report, it says the District Court holds a “de
novo rehearing”.88 An aspect of an appeal may be de novo in the sense that the District Court
can admit any other relevant evidence (not at the review hearing) including, as so often happens,
new medical evidence. But this should not lead to conflating two different concepts, de novo and
a rehearing. Acclaim says that reviewers and judges also employ the concept of “a de-novo
rehearing”. If they do, they should not be.
Case law
Inquiries by the review suggest the institute did indeed have trouble keeping up to date with
District Court decisions. But since Acclaim’s report it has this in hand. The institute has been
reviewing its files and believes only about 100 District Court judgments, out of a database of
more than 11,000 accident compensation cases, have yet to be scanned and loaded. It is
working on this. Previously, institute staff received the District Court decisions from the Ministry
87
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of Justice tribunals unit and ACC. Now court staff load the decisions directly on to the website
themselves. The review was told the institute website had most of the High Court and Court of
Appeal decisions, but some pre-2007 decisions might be missing – a matter that needs to be
addressed with the co-operation of key participants, that is, the Ministry of Justice, ACC and
(possibly) the courts.
In fairness, the institute’s work is carried out on a largely voluntary basis by a few dedicated
individuals with very limited resources.89 The free service is heavily used – about 10 million hits
in 2015 (a figure likely to double in 2016). The website hosts much of New Zealand’s case law as
well as legislation, law journals and law reform papers. Significantly, accident compensation is
the third-highest category of cases searched on the website.
Claimants’ difficulties may well have been compounded by the way judgments are catalogued,
which is by a combination of year and alphabetical order and is not especially intuitive.
Experienced practitioners, the review heard, could find their way around the institute’s database,
but claimants representing themselves struggled to carry out precise searches for files – or even
to know that such searches were possible.
Review decisions and guidance material
Although not directly raised in Acclaim’s current report, a key criticism made in its shadow reports
is that FairWay does not make public its review decisions. Others interviewed by the review also
considered these decisions should be published on FairWay’s website. ACC, on the other hand,
notes that publication carries the risk of breach of privacy and that District Court decisions are
more authoritative (a view some lawyers shared). FairWay said it did not make them available
because of the amount of work entailed in redacting identifying details from 6,000 decisions a
year. The review considers there may be a middle ground between publishing nothing and
publishing thousands – such as regularly publishing (on an anonymised basis) the more
significant or instructive cases reviewers have ruled on (as discussed below).
As with the last point, Acclaim was critical in its shadow reports of guidance material for
claimants on ACC’s and FairWay’s websites, and lawyers and support groups also told the
review they received frequent calls from claimants who could not understand the steps to lodging
a claim, let alone a review. One advocacy group told the review that disabled people did not
know their rights and did not have information that was easy to read and understand. Nor was
anything in braille. Another criticism was that guidance material suggested legal representation
was unnecessary. Yet, with complex reviews a claimant can be at a significant disadvantage if
unrepresented.
The review agrees on the need to give claimants, no matter what stage their claim is at, the
clearest information possible. It allows them to make informed decisions and access the law to
the full extent of their rights, and also ensures the maximum efficiency of the claims process and
appeal process. Many interviewees said ACC’s website contained large amounts of dense text
that was often far from easy to navigate or understand. The review agrees.
ACC policy
Acclaim says ACC’s board has resolved to modify its policies only in response to decisions by
the High Court, never those by a District Court. ACC says this is incorrect. It says it amends its
policies for a host of reasons, including in response to District Court decisions where they are not
fact-dependent and have precedent value. It cites as examples two District Court decisions in
2014. In one, a court found claimants did not have to supply certain information requested on an
ACC167 form, and in the other a court found ACC could not decline a claim because an
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individual refused to sign the same form. ACC reversed its policy and also took steps to find, and
put right, claims declined on the basis of the earlier policy.90
Complexity of legislation
The Acclaim report highlights the complexity of accident compensation legislation and how it acts
as a barrier to claimants seeking a review of an ACC decision or seeking to appeal against a
review decision. And it canvasses the possibility of reforming and simplifying the legislation. 91
Almost all of those interviewed by the review agreed that accident compensation law was
complex, a situation not made any easier by the many transitional provisions relating to earlier
legislation still in force. However, those same interviewees firmly believed that attempts to
simplify the legislation were likely to have unintended consequences in areas well settled by the
courts.

12.

Improvements

Primer
The New Zealand Legal Information Institute has equivalent bodies in Canada and Australia –
the Canadian Legal Information Institute and the Australasian Legal Information Institute.92 The
Canadian institute offers a 48-page primer designed to help people representing themselves to
navigate its website in preparing their cases. The primer outlines the Canadian legal system and
explains what legal precedent and case law mean. Using screen shots, it describes how to use
the search engine by jurisdiction, case name and legislation.
ACC should consider funding a primer on accident compensation law and cases for institute
website users who intend to represent themselves. It would be a tangible demonstration of its
willingness to help its customers. Pleasingly, ACC has told the review it has already taken steps
to get this under way. Such a primer could also serve as a trial for primers in other areas such as
family or criminal law (which might be funded by the Ministry of Justice or the Law Foundation
which has as one of its objectives “providing opportunities for the acquisition and diffusion of
legal knowledge”).93
Review decisions, case notes and guidance material
Every tribunal builds up a body of decisions and publishes online a sample of cases (minus
identifying details). The Disputes Tribunal, for example, dealt with nearly 15,000 cases in 201415. Its website, at the time of writing this report, features 22 cases of interest.94 FairWay could
consider publishing a selection of (anonymised) review decisions online. This would especially
help claimants representing themselves, giving them an indication of what reviewers look for in
making their decisions. Plainly, anonymising decisions would require considerable care to avoid
any breach of privacy. One point noted at the forum was that it might be especially important to
publish some of those review decisions (properly anonymised) that were rarely appealed against,
such as treatment injury decisions. ACC acknowledges there may be a case for publishing (or
case-noting) these types of decisions.
One practical option is for FairWay to build a search engine on its website that would enable
claimants to access a sample of review decisions relating to particular subject areas. One
example is the New York No Fault Personal Injury Scheme (run by the American Arbitration
Association), which has a search engine to provide access to all its cases. The reader can select
a “case issue” to assist in accessing helpful material. FairWay has the technology to do this. But
there would be a cost. The review has already noted that it is critical FairWay draws lessons from
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the thousands of review decisions it makes each year. Extra funding should be made available
under the ACC-FairWay contract to enable it to meet this best-practice requirement.
Case notes would be another good way of helping claimants (whether in addition to, or as an
alternative to, publication of a sample of cases). Only in last month’s LawTalk, the Insurance and
Financial Services Ombudsman highlighted the importance of case studies: “Our case studies
are one of the most valuable resources we have. While these do not create precedents, they are
useful as a guide to how we are likely to approach issues.”95 The Banking Ombudsman Scheme
and Electricity and Gas Commissioner Scheme regularly publish case notes to help customers
consider whether to make a complaint; and secondly to give guidance on how the decisionmaker might consider such a complaint.96
ACC acknowledges its website needs to be easier to navigate and read, and that it could do with
a lot more graphics and videos. Videos especially are a good way of communicating information
to claimants about how, for example, to challenge an ACC decision. A video explaining ACC’s
internal review process and/or its new alternative dispute resolution process would be another.
ACC is rightly concerned that “quick fixes” or short-term measures do not divert it from its
singular focus on implementing its huge transformation project. But putting together good video
content that could be put on its existing website now – and uploaded later to an improved
website – would not interfere with that project. And the benefits of video content, going beyond
dispute resolution processes, and explaining to clients simply and clearly what tests ACC applies
to determine issues such as accident versus degeneration (particularly for claims that come up
time and time again like back sprains or rotator cuff issues) are obvious.
An example of one organisation using video content to inform and educate very effectively is the
Commission for Financial Capability. Recognising that it is video content that New Zealanders
find easiest to access and understand, the commission has recently purchased the relevant
equipment and employed two journalists to produce its own video content. It costs the
commission relatively little and its website now features regular video content on all manner of
subjects.
Examples of overseas workers compensation schemes that use videos effectively are Workers
Compensation Commission New South Wales and Accident Compensation Conciliation
Service.97 Another example closer to home – although in a different context – is the animated
video that the Ministry of Justice has released explaining how victims of crime can expect to be
treated and what happens during the criminal justice process. An animated video explaining the
review process would seem a particularly good tool for FairWay to explore, and indeed it told the
review it is looking to do this.
Both ACC and FairWay could also consider other innovative ways to improve their information on
dispute resolution processes. This could include tools to help claimants make their cases, one
example being a “submission builder” with prompts such as description of the condition, its cause
and medical evidence.98 FairWay would seem the appropriate organisation to provide claimants
with such a submission builder.
Statutory change
To make the accident compensation legislation easier to understand, one short-term option may
be for ACC or the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment to create a tool to help
claimants navigate their way around the various Acts and regulations. (The Ministry of Primary
Industries provides such a tool: a “road map” for the dairy industry to navigate all relevant dairy
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laws and regulations).99 In the long term, the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment
and Parliamentary Counsel could consider including the Accident Compensation Act 2001 in the
revision bill programme to make it more accessible, readable and easier to understand without
changing its substantive legal effect.
District Court appeals
To make it easier for those representing themselves (but even for lawyers and advocates), it is
recommended that the District Court consider how it could best help claimants find decisions
relevant to their particular circumstances. One possibility would be for judges to include on the
front page of their judgments the salient subject matter (for example, treatment injury, weekly
compensation) and/or sections of the Act to which the case relates. The District Court told the
review it would consider how it can best help claimants representing themselves to easily search
for relevant cases.
Recommendations
The review recommends:
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The New Zealand Legal Information Institute:
o is funded to provide a primer enabling users of its website to search accident
compensation law and cases more easily
o updates its website, with help from ACC and/or the Ministry of Justice, to include all High
Court and Court of Appeal accident compensation decisions.
FairWay:
o publishes a selection of (anonymised) review decisions by subject matter and/or case
summaries of relevant decisions and other guidance material
o provides a “submission builder” on its website to help claimants prepare submissions for
review hearings.
ACC and FairWay consider other ways (such as more graphics and video content) to explain
easily to claimants how dispute resolution processes work (and in ACC’s case, also how it
decides particular claims).
The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment and/or ACC consider creating a visual
map to help claimants navigate their way around the various accident compensation Acts
and regulations.
The District Court considers how it can best help claimants representing themselves to easily
search for relevant cases.

Ministry for PrimaryIndustries: Food Safety (http://www.foodsafety.govt.nz/elibrary/industry/dairy-legislationroadmap.pdf).
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PART SIX: ACCESS TO EVIDENCE

13.

Research results

Acclaim’s main finding is that claimants have difficulty gaining access to evidence, particularly
medical evidence crucial to determining most disputes, and that this places them at a serious
disadvantage to ACC.
Within that main finding, there are four subsidiary findings. The first is one of timing and
resources. ACC collects its evidence before its decision, whereas claimants attempt to gather
theirs after the decision – a “tactical advantage” Acclaim describes as “overwhelming”.100 ACC, it
says, “controls” the investigative process, has a well-funded and well-developed system for
collecting evidence and decides what evidence it will obtain and from whom. By contrast,
claimants find it challenging to obtain evidence, especially medical evidence.
The second is the question of the worth and reliability of evidence put forward by claimants
during appeals compared with that presented by ACC. Acclaim’s research found judges
commented that evidence (especially medical) was “non-existent, not specific enough or wrong”
10 times more often about claimants’ evidence than about ACC’s evidence. Judges also
commented twice as often on the credibility or reliability of claimants’ evidence – a potential
concern, it said, “in the light of the disability context that is relevant to many claims”.101
The third relates to the outcomes of conflicts over evidence. Acclaim found there was conflicting
medical evidence in about half of all appeals – conflicts resolved in ACC’s favour twice as often
as in claimants’, although notably this ratio varied over the study period, shifting back slightly
towards claimants in later years. The report also looked at the connection between conflicts over
evidence and how claimants were represented. In two-thirds of the cases where claimants used
a lawyer, conflicts arose over medical evidence (which were resolved in claimants’ favour slightly
more than half the time). In half of the cases where claimants used an advocate, conflicts arose
over medical evidence (and were resolved in claimants’ favour in 15 per cent of cases). In less
than half of the cases where claimants represented themselves were there conflicts over medical
evidence. Resolution favoured claimants in a quarter of such cases.102
The fourth is that judgments seldom explicitly referred to concepts of evidence law.103 When
there were such references, they were usually to concepts of onus or standard of proof, despite
the fact the High Court has stressed that onus is rarely relevant to the resolution of a case.104 In
fact, the report found the onus concept was the most common mechanism used by the District
Court to dismiss appeals. More generally, the authors note the obvious point that judges’
approach to resolving conflicts included examining the actual content of the evidence, evaluating
the expertise and experience of the expert giving the evidence, and assessing the evidence
against legal tests.

14.

Medical evidence problems

The review agrees with Acclaim that access to medical evidence for claimants is a problem and
requires attention. That was also almost a universal view and experience of those interviewed by
the review, whether medical specialists, lawyers, advocates, reviewers, judges or support
groups. And ACC, too, acknowledges the problem.
It is a problem, however, that is simply beyond the scope of this review to address. The reality is
that the role of medical evidence – and all the necessary processes and procedures that go with
it – in deciding disputes (and even earlier when deciding on cover or entitlements) is complex.
The range of problems outlined to the review, and also the variety of proposed solutions put to
the review, suggest it would be useful for all parties to join forces to try to solve some of the
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problems – both in the shorter and longer term. The vast majority of interviewees agreed that a
working group would be a good idea.
Role of medical evidence
Some brief background is necessary. ACC, as already noted, receives 1.9 million claims a year.
ACC accepts cover for 1.7 million of them more or less immediately, which means that for 90 per
cent of New Zealanders their experience with ACC is very satisfactory.
The remaining 200,000 claims go to one of eight specialist teams according to the nature of the
claim (for example, the Hamilton-based hearing loss team or the Wellington-based sensitive
claims team) to determine whether the claim is covered. There is also a non-specialist team,
called cover assessment, that deals with about half of these 200,000 claims. It processes all
other (more general) injuries.
Once the claim has been received by the relevant cover assessment team, claimants (or their
medical professionals) may have to complete more than the standard ACC45 claim form. ACC
has many forms covering many claim types, each requiring claimants to supply further details.105
The claim is then assessed on the basis of the medical information to hand. It may, for example,
have come from a claimant’s GP and surgeon, together with other clinical notes, specialist
reports, X-rays, scan results and so on.
Where necessary, case managers will seek more medical information to determine whether an
accident caused the injury and whether the claimant is eligible for cover or – when determining
entitlements – whether the requested treatment is appropriate. Or case managers will seek
medical guidance when re-examining continuing entitlements such as weekly compensation or
home help (and suspension or revocation of such entitlements comprises a significant number of
disputes). Case managers often refer such matters to branch medical advisors who are
registered medical practitioners from a variety of backgrounds (both generalists and specialists).
Branch medical advisors help case managers to decide whether further medical information is
required and, if so, help frame the questions to elicit the relevant information, particularly if ACC
decides a case warrants seeking external medical advice, such as a medical assessment.
ACC purchases such assessments from medical providers in order to determine cover (and
entitlements). These include, for example:




medical case reviews: these determine cover or the continuation of entitlements when it is
unclear whether an accident caused the claimant’s injury or whether a claimant is still
incapacitated by an injury caused by an accident
initial medical assessments: these determine whether a claimant needs vocational
rehabilitation
vocational independence medical assessments: these determine whether a claimant can
undertake suitable alternative employment (a “yes” answer will mean weekly compensation
payments stop).

A key group is ACC’s panel of clinical medical advisors (referred to as CAP). It helps the
Dunedin-based elective services unit to determine whether a claimant requires surgery for the
injury. It is comprised of 10 medical advisors around the country (most of whom are in active
practice and employed by ACC on a part-time basis). Individual members are available to help
the unit by providing advice on whether the available medical information supports a causal link
between the condition to be treated surgically and an ACC-covered injury. Panel members meet
weekly to discuss complex claims and may decide to seek more information before making a
final clinical decision. Very occasionally, it will question a patient’s recommended treatment (in
which case the full panel will look at the case). Panel members endeavour to reach clinical
decisions by consensus. The panel was a body frequently referred to in interviews with the
review.
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Problems
Difficulties abounded in obtaining medical evidence, said a cross-section of interviewees. The
use of such evidence also had its own problems, in part, as one specialist noted, because “law
and medicine are not good bedfellows”. Among the chief concerns expressed by interviewees
were the following matters.
Availability: A pervading theme of interviews was the lack of available medical experts to help
claimants challenge decisions declining cover and entitlements. Some experts are simply in short
supply and hard for both ACC and claimants to get hold of (such as specialists in neurosurgery
and occupational medical specialists). Others, to quote a commonly used phrase, had been
“captured by ACC”.
Exploring what interviewees meant by this expression produced different answers. Some said
they did not mean captured in the sense that by contracting their services ACC had “bought
them”; rather, that specialists who did a lot of work for ACC felt it was somehow inappropriate for
them to act for claimants. The result was that they seldom, if ever, took instructions from
claimants.
Others used the word captured in the sense that they felt some experts – and this included
ACC’s in-house experts – tended to interpret medical evidence “through ACC’s view of the
world”, that is, they had a bias, whether conscious or not, in favour of ACC. A representative for
one medical association considered that some experts and assessors “do develop a bias
towards ACC’s perspective and when an expert does go against ACC, we call it ‘going to the
other side’ ”. But some interviewees were unsure whether this was more a matter of perception
than reality.
It is worth noting in this context that up to half of orthopaedic surgeons’ work is funded by ACC,
and, in some interviewees’ eyes, this was a reason why such experts are reluctant to act against
ACC. It is also worth noting that other interviewees took the view that ACC wanted independent,
objective advice, and that individuals who acted for both sides, without a thought for how it might
be perceived, actually enhanced their professional standing, as well as building broader
experience and expertise.
Battle of experts: Many interviewees talked about a “battle of medical experts”, particularly at the
review and appeal stages where, as Acclaim’s research shows, reviewers and judges must often
decide between conflicting medical evidence. A typical example was said to be this: ACC
declines a decision on medical grounds, but its decision rationale amounts to no more than two
or three paragraphs. The claimant gets a lengthy external medical report to respond to these two
or three paragraphs. ACC produces an internal or external specialist report responding to the
claimant’s lengthy report. The claimant feels disadvantaged that ACC’s specialist report was
unavailable to his or her specialist at the time of writing. The claimant’s dilemma is then whether
to seek a second specialist’s report. Is it likely to materially shift the weight of medical evidence in
his or her favour? And will it be worth the cost (because second reports are not presently
covered by review costs)? The stream of reports is, in one interviewee’s words, “endless”. Some
experts who regularly did reports for appeals said that there should be more “testing of the
evidence”: one said “if that were done, it would soon sort the experts out and the real point in
dispute would become clearer”.
Lack of dialogue: Warring experts rarely talk to one another to try to understand how they arrived
at different medical opinions. Yet, as many spoken to said, early dialogue could identify why
opinions had diverged, including that the ACC expert did not have all available information. The
review was told that, in reaching opinions, ACC experts (including clinical advisory panel
members) often did not have copies of MRIs, scans and other imaging results (which ACC pays
for but does not get automatically because the claimant’s permission is necessary first). Yet such
evidence will often be crucial in determining entitlement to surgery. The review was also told
there was scarcely ever dialogue between a claimant’s expert and clinical advisory panel
members.
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Understanding of independent role: Claimants do not understand that specialists engaged by
ACC are independent, that is, their code of professional ethics requires them to give
independent, objective advice, regardless of the fact ACC pays for that advice. This is a common
gap in claimants’ knowledge about medical experts and needs to be rectified.
Internal advice prevails: Interviewees said ACC often preferred a branch medical advisor’s
advice over that of a claimant’s specialist – something claimants found hard to understand,
especially when the branch medical advisor might be a general practitioner and the claimant’s
expert was the treating surgeon or a third-party expert. ACC’s response was that it would rely on
the in-house advice if it considered the independent expert lacked the requisite expertise or if it
considered the quality of the expert’s report to be inferior to that of its own branch medical
advisor or panel member. Several lawyers and advocates were candid enough to admit that the
in-house opinion often worked to their advantage at the review or appeal: they could convince
the reviewer or judge to come down in favour of their independent expert.
Delays: Claimants who succeed in securing the services of a specialist often face a long wait for
the specialist’s report. The result is frequent adjournments, whether at the review or appeal level.
Such delays are a particular frustration – and cause of stress – for claimants whose claims are
related to a continuing incapacity. Many interviewees said orthopaedic surgeons were particularly
busy individuals and among the hardest to engage – a problem compounded by the fact that
providing medical reports for accident compensation-related matters was a low priority for them.
The ceaseless demand for reports, observed one interviewee, was a source of frustration for the
specialists themselves.
Inconsistency: Many said medical assessments were inconsistent: patients could present with
almost the same condition but one would get cover (or entitlement) and the other would not. One
general practitioner gave the example of the plumber bending a pipe who got a hernia as a result
and was covered; yet the patient shifting furniture, who also developed a hernia, was not. He
could not reconcile the two decisions. Inconsistency was especially a problem, many said, where
the issue is one of accident versus degeneration.
Perverse outcomes: The cost of obtaining a specialist report often runs to several thousand
dollars and is simply beyond some claimants’ means. So they wait until ACC declines the claim
and then file a review application, at which point they are entitled to almost $1,000 from ACC
towards the cost of obtaining a report. That report may sometimes reverse ACC’s decision (and
notably, as discussed earlier, many decisions are overturned by the elective services unit once
new information comes to hand and the review withdrawn as a result). Obviously, ACC’s
contribution towards a claimant’s report is not the only cost it must bear. There are also its own
costs and FairWay’s. The review heard, too, that some claimants’ lawyers and advocates would
– although understandably – recommend holding their key medical evidence in reserve for the
District Court where they could expect to recoup the full cost of the report, if successful. But it just
may be that ACC, if given such evidence at the outset, would have accepted, rather than
declined, cover or entitlements.
Leading instructions: Experts should be asked to give an opinion on a question, or questions,
posed in an open, neutral way. But some lawyers and advocates said ACC case managers
sometimes posed leading questions. Examples given to the review were the case managers who
asked experts: “Would you agree that it is more likely than not that such and such a syndrome
was not caused by the accident?” An observation from several interviews was that ACC’s
questions were “usually pretty good” when concerned with cover assessments, but were “poor”
when seeking vocational independence medical assessments. Interviewees noted that openended questions were the norm when ACC and a claimant agreed to appoint a third-party expert
to break a deadlock.
Reports: Specialists’ reports vary in how they are written and how familiar their authors are with
the relevant legislation, in particular the evidential requirements for determining cover and
entitlements – tests that require care in how findings are phrased. Language such as “it is not
certain that …” is quite common and quite unhelpful because the test is not whether it is certain
or not that an accident caused the injury but rather whether it is probable or not that it caused the
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injury. This is where input from lawyers and advocates can ensure correct wording. Claimants
representing themselves simply lack the skills to identify and correct such mistakes. Many
interviewees noted the need for more education – whether at medical schools or in the form of
written guidelines. The review was told that despite the fact occupational medical assessments
were critical to work-related gradual process injuries, there is no longer any occupational medical
training at Auckland’s medical school.
Criticisms of colleagues: Acclaim’s report notes reluctance by medical specialists to criticise their
colleagues, especially when claims relate to treatment injury. Both the New Zealand Medical
Association and the New Zealand Orthopaedic Association flatly deny this. The latter said
“orthopaedic surgeons have no difficulty challenging or disputing medical evidence”. This may be
another case of perception, rather than reality.
Impairment assessors: ACC will pay lump sum compensation when an accident results in a
“degree of whole person impairment of 10% or more”.106 Only ACC-trained impairment assessors
can determine whether claimants have sustained such a degree of impairment (following a
prescribed assessment set out in Schedule 1 to the Act). Claimants can challenge an
assessment if some aspect is shown to be flawed or incorrect – a step that requires claimants to
find another ACC-trained impairment assessor. The review was told some medical fields (such
as psychiatry) have few ACC-trained impairment assessors. Some lawyers said the effect of
restricting challengers to only other ACC-trained assessors was to create a “closed shop”. But a
medical specialist said it was important impairment assessors were trained in the same way –
and the same went for vocational independence medical assessors.
Several medical people said that ACC was wrong to rely on the “obsolete” (in their words) fourth
edition of the American Medical Association Guidelines, rather than the sixth edition, which has
long superseded the older edition in the United States for assessing permanent impairment
resulting from injury (for lump sum or independence allowances). ACC said that in 2010 it put a
proposal to the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment to update the relevant
regulations to allow ACC to use the sixth edition.107 The ministry told the review it consulted on
the proposal in 2011-12, but did not proceed because of competing government priorities for
regulatory change. It may be timely for a working group to re-examine this matter.
Vocational independence medical assessments: Many interviewees said claims requiring a
vocational independence medical assessment were among the most “controversial and complex”
of all cases because an adverse assessment could put an end to weekly compensation
payments. Some said the District Court often overturned ACC’s decisions in these cases, but the
review had no way of establishing if this was so. However, others noted that there had been
discernible improvements in the way ACC was more recently conducting these assessments,
and to its credit ACC had taken on board many of the changes recommended by its Advocates
and Representatives Group. As a result, disputes had declined.
Despite such progress, further improvement was still required, some said, in the way these
assessments were carried out to ensure claimants lost their weekly compensation only when
they were genuinely employable and work was available. One medical specialist said the biggest
flaw with vocational independence medical assessments was that they did not actually help
people into alternative work, but merely came up with a “theoretical” way in which they could do
other work – work for which they were not trained – in order to reduce ACC’s long-term claims
obligations. And to his knowledge, no current data was available to show whether the end result
of such assessments actually produced a job for claimants, or whether they simply became Work
and Income beneficiaries.
Work-related injuries: A common concern of many is that the scheme will not cover a workrelated gradual process injury unless the injury is physical. This is an issue for claimants who
suffer disabling pain syndromes such as occupational overuse syndrome (formerly known as
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RSI).108 Yet medical evidence, they said, was moving in the direction that these conditions were
physical in nature.
The review must emphasise that the concerns expressed here are those of interviewees – in
some cases a large number of interviewees – but it is nonetheless beyond the review’s scope to
determine their validity. Some concerns are policy-related, others process-related. Some may be
describing the norm; some may be describing the exception. However, the fact interviewees
consistently raised so many of them suggest that a good many are indeed well-founded. The
question is what measures should be taken in response.

15.

Improvements

The review heard a range of short and long-term solutions put forward by interviewees. And the
review has identified others. The following deserve consideration.
Independence: To ensure claimants understand that a medical expert’s opinion is objective
(notwithstanding that he or she may have been engaged and paid by ACC), it would be good
practice if experts stated clearly at the outset of their reports that they abide by the code of
independent experts, which is the code experts must abide by when giving expert evidence in the
higher courts (as well as in some specialist courts and tribunals, such as the Environment Court).
Experts declare that they are not an advocate for the party instructing them, and that they have
an overriding duty to impartially assist the court (here, ACC or the review) in the area of their
expertise.109 Not only would this help claimants to understand that such evidence was truly
independent, but it would also be a reminder, some interviewees said, to those experts who
regularly did ACC work to be always sure that they did not “see things from ACC’s view of the
world”. The Health and Disability Commissioner requires experts it engages to abide by the code.
In the review’s opinion, so should ACC.
Rotation: To prevent any possibility, even if unintentional, of experts “falling under the sway” of
ACC, one option is that ACC rotates the membership of the pool of experts it engages, whether
external experts or members of its internal panels, such as the clinical advisory panel. The
Health and Disability Commissioner reviews the membership of its panel every two years. It
selects members based on various factors, including a requirement for nomination by the
relevant college. Such rotation may dispel suspicions – if only perceived – that experts used time
and again risk being “captured”.
Dialogue: Processes should be put in place, many said, to enable medical experts to confer with
each other – whether before ACC made a final decision or once a claim had gone on to review or
appeal. This can be very helpful in identifying the real issues in dispute. Clinical advisory panel
members should be encouraged to pick up the phone and talk to the claimant’s medical expert
about the claim (at present, they do this on occasions only). Interviewees suggested that, in
complex cases, the reviewer should encourage or require medical experts (again, in line with the
High Court or Environment Court) to confer and advise the reviewer where they agree and
disagree.
Guidelines for medical reports: ACC should provide clear guidelines to independent medical
experts about their roles and their reports. The Health and Disability Commissioner has issued
such guidelines. (It contains information on the Health and Disability Commissioner Act 1994, the
Commissioner’s processes, the role of the advisor and how the advisor should write his or her
report, among other things.110) The review considers it to be an excellent informative guideline
and it may be a useful template for ACC. At present, ACC provides some guideline material,
including best-practice example reports, but a comprehensive set of guidelines is recommended.
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Panels: Many interviewees considered there ought to be panels of medical assessors from whom
a claimant could choose when either the Act, or ACC, requires a medical assessment (whether
to determine cover or entitlement or to resolve a disputed decision). As part of its medical
assessments project (see below), ACC is working to give claimants a choice of assessors on a
more consistent, not ad hoc, basis.
Blind panel: One medical association suggested establishing an “independent blinded expert
review group who can provide medical reports for both ACC and claimants”. By a blind group, the
association means members would not know if the report had been commissioned by ACC or the
claimant. The review raised this with ACC, which said the idea had been trialled, unsuccessfully
in its view, in the United States.
Education of experts: Interviewees said experts should not be the only ones to be given
guidelines about their role and what was required of them. Medical schools or medical colleges
(which provide pre- and post-qualification vocational training for doctors) should offer more
practical education for medical specialists who give expert opinion evidence on accident
compensation matters. The interaction between law and medicine is complex, and more practical
education, especially about the balance of probabilities test and the role of the expert, would be
useful.
Templates for GPs: Several interviewees suggested a template for use by GPs when patients
seek cover. It might be useful in ensuring earlier compilation of all pertinent information about an
injury – including relevant past history sometimes omitted at first. GPs could, said some, more
easily generate reports with the right software.
Cross-disciplinary committees: Several interviewees suggested that cross-disciplinary
committees (law and medical) could be a good idea to produce agreed codes of practice. Many
interviewees said the various statutory tests to determine cover or entitlements contained
elements of both law and medicine. ACC has an extensive range of clinical guidelines to help
medical providers and claimants, many prepared in consultation with medical practitioners
(generalists or specialists). But they are not cross-disciplinary.
One interviewee said it would be particularly helpful to have a code of practice – put together by
both medical and legal experts – on occupational overuse syndrome. This would not be
determinative, but it could be a persuasive authority and also provide clarification about what was
covered and what was not. ACC, however, says this is no longer a medically diagnosed
condition. Even that debate needs resolving. Others pointed out that new health and safety
legislation made it essential ACC and WorkSafe developed a common approach to work-related
injuries. The review was told the two entities could take different views on whether an injury was
work-related. This point just highlights the importance of ACC and WorkSafe continuing with
present efforts to develop a closer relationship.
Costs of reports: Several interviewees suggested that one way to encourage claimants to submit
their medical evidence at the review hearing is to guarantee that those claimants who succeed
on appeal may recover the reasonable costs of reports provided at the earlier stage, where not
covered by the review regulations.111 In other words, the District Court would have the power to
award disbursements incurred at both the review and appeal stages. After all, if a claimant
ultimately satisfied the District Court that ACC’s decision was wrong, interviewees said, then
fairness would suggest the claimant should be able to recover the difference between the actual
(reasonable) cost of engaging experts at the review and the amount awarded at that stage of the
process.
Access to medical experts: No one had easy answers on how to encourage more experts,
particularly surgeons, to do ACC work. One medical association said: “It’s time-consuming,
interrupts business patterns and is not well compensated.” Yet the no-fault accident
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compensation scheme is integral to the way injuries are treated. New Zealand is fortunate in
having such a scheme, particularly when research shows that in certain fields it “has a major
influence on patient outcome[s]” and is superior to “dramatically inferior outcomes for those
patients under other workers’ compensation systems”.112
Interviewees also pointed out that the scheme directly benefited doctors because patients could
not sue them for medical negligence. Therefore, they said, the medical profession ought to own
up to its responsibilities and help claimants when everyone acknowledged the difficulties they
faced in accessing medical evidence. Some discussion among the profession might produce
incentives for more medical specialists to undertake ACC work on behalf of claimants. Could it
be a condition of providing expert reports to ACC that experts must also take on claimants’ work?
Could ACC work count as credits for the continuing professional development that medical
specialists must undertake? Undoubtedly, there will be other options worthy of exploration.
ACC improvements
ACC already has various projects and other initiatives under way to respond to many of these
concerns. One, called the medical assessment project, was established in 2013 in response to
public concerns that ACC obtained assessments from a small number of preferred external
assessors. In essence, the project aims to give claimants a choice of medical assessor and
increase the overall quality of such assessments. A key change, to take effect in July 2016, is
that ACC is introducing a new contract with medical practitioners to improve the quality of
medical assessments. ACC says the new contract will ensure more consistency in what case
managers ask of assessors, more consistent and better-quality medical advice, and less
variation in costs and should go a long way to addressing concerns about inconsistency in
clinical decisions. An e-learning video for medical assessors is also planned to improve reportwriting.
ACC introduced a vocational medical services contract last year. It is an open contract. This
means suitably qualified and experienced medical practitioners can apply to hold a vocational
medical services contract at any time. The hope is that this will increase the pool of practitioners
able to provide such assessments. An added benefit, ACC says, is that it should enable
customers to access specialist clinical support at any stage in their rehabilitation and also ensure
consistent quality assessments nationwide.
ACC is also piloting the use of external medical panels for complex cases. The idea is to bring
medical specialists together to reach a consensus about diagnosis, causation and management
of clinically complex cases. Established in December 2013, it is due for completion, and
evaluation, in September 2016.
Finally, ACC’s transformation project should ultimately make a big difference to the interaction
between ACC and GPs, including the consistency and quality of the information the GP gives to
ACC in support of his or her patient’s claim. The prospect of real-time cover decisions is an
exciting development.
A working group
The review has come to the conclusion it is important all participants join forces to solve these
problems in the interests of both claimants and ultimately ACC. Finding solutions to challenges is
not something one entity can, or should, do on its own. And greater access for claimants to
medical expert evidence may ultimately lead to better decision-making and fewer disputes. ACC
itself acknowledged that “the factors contributing to this issue [access to medical evidence for
claimants] are complex and there is no easy resolution”.113
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ACC is concerned that any such working group does not go back over ground it has already
covered (as briefly outlined above). That is a reasonable request and there should be no need to
do so. But round-table dialogue may yet be useful in fine-tuning the intended improvements or
countering misperceptions already forming about these projects. Some interviewees, not
understanding the medical assessment project in any detail, were concerned that “contracting”
specialists would only heighten concerns about erosion of specialists’ impartiality.
The review recommends that ACC convenes a working group with an independent chair to
examine the myriad of problems in this area. It should comprise representatives from ACC, the
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, the New Zealand Association of Accredited
Employers, medical groups (the New Zealand Orthopaedic Association, New Zealand Medical
Association and College of General Practitioners all said they would play their part to help fix the
problems), support groups (for example Acclaim), lawyers and advocates (and possibly a
member of the District Court bench).
It would be for ACC to decide how best to put together such a group. All the review notes is that
ACC would need to provide adequate resourcing to enable the group to complete its work. Shortterm and possible longer-term solutions (particularly for enlarging the pool of medical specialists
available to claimants) should be examined. Four to six months would seem sufficient for such a
group to undertake and complete its work. And the review detects that a by-product of this
group’s work could be the fostering of the greater dialogue and collaboration between all
participants to improve the fairness, timeliness and consistency of claim decisions, both before
and after disputes. That, too, may go some way to helping ACC build the trust and confidence it
wants, and needs, from its many stakeholders, including, most importantly, its clients.

16.

District Court appeals

As already noted, Acclaim makes a range of observations in its report about how judges resolved
evidential matters in the sample judgments it researched and analysed. The review can address
these matters very briefly.
First, this review considers there is no foundation for any concern that judges may be rejecting
evidence relied upon by claimants on the grounds the claimant is disabled.114 As the District
Court told the review, to the extent judges may reach adverse conclusions with regard to the
claimant’s evidence (as opposed to ACC’s), the outcome is just as likely to relate to the lack of
legal representation or a lack of medical specialist advice (matters, of course, considered
elsewhere in Acclaim’s report). Indeed, that explanation for the rejection of such evidence is
supported by Acclaim’s own finding that conflicts in medical evidence occur far more (in twothirds of cases) when claimants use a lawyer than when they represent themselves (only 15 per
cent of cases). Helpfully Acclaim has since clarified with the review, and the District Court, that it
did not seek to allege that judges were rejecting evidence on the grounds of a claimant’s
disability. But it maintains the view that there is no reason to suggest that international studies on
the experience of people with disabilities would not apply in New Zealand.115
Secondly, plainly judges will adopt a variety of approaches to resolve conflicts in evidence
(factual or medical). The authors themselves note the obvious, that judges’ approaches to
resolving evidential issues will depend on the particular case and the matters at issue. As to their
finding that judgments seldom explicitly refer to concepts of evidential law, that is not surprising
when (as noted earlier in the discussion on access to law) judges are being encouraged to write
judgments for an ordinary reader. The fact judges may not refer explicitly to such concepts does
not mean they do not take these into account in reaching their decision.
Thirdly, the judgments under review do appear to have used the onus or standard of proof (the
balance of probabilities) as a “common tool” to dismiss appeals, but this is no longer so.116 The
District Court told the review the current full-time judges put huge focus in their judgments on
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resolving the essential issue – whether the injury was caused, or not, by the accident – without
resort to the onus of proof. Only where the evidence is “evenly poised” may the onus be relevant.
Fourthly, conflicting evidence is as much an issue in District Court appeals as it is in reviews. The
question arises whether there are any practical improvements to District Court processes and
procedures that would help resolve such conflict. The review has already noted the suggestion
from many interviewees that experts should confer and identify where they agree, and disagree,
on medical issues. The ability to do so – in appropriate cases – might be something that could be
usefully added to the District Court’s proposed guidelines to practice and procedure for accident
compensation appeals.
Fifthly, the District Court’s submission to the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment on
the future of the accident compensation appeals jurisdiction contained a suggestion that judges
have the power to commission medical reports for claimants before hearing appeals.117 Such a
power, it said, would “in appropriate cases improve access to justice for claimants to enable
particular reports in reply to be commissioned if appropriate, when a claimant either does not
have the resources to commission such report or the specialist refuses to engage with the
claimant and would ensure the court has all available information prior to the hearing taking
place”. Given the concerns the review heard about the inability of some claimants to obtain
medical evidence, there is merit in this option.
Finally, several interviewees noted – and the District Court confirmed – that the court rarely uses
its power under section 157 of the Accident Compensation Act 2001, which gives it the power to
appoint an assessor to sit with a judge on certain cases. Some lawyers consider an assessor
would be useful in particularly complex medical cases. The District Court said there was often a
practical difficulty in the way: an assessor has the expertise to probe, and hopefully resolve,
conflicting evidence from medical experts, but more often than not medical experts do not appear
in person to give oral evidence. It is presented in the form of written reports. The review
acknowledges that the procedure has its limitations, but it might be a useful option, especially if
medical experts were to attend in person, in complex cases.
Recommendations
The review recommends:
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ACC convenes a working group to address the policy and process-related problems with
accessing medical evidence.
Consideration be given to District Court judges having the ability to commission an expert
medical report for claimants who are unable to do so where appropriate.
Reviewers and District Court judges consider directing experts, where appropriate, to confer
and identify where they agree and disagree on medical issues.

See the discussion at part four, page 32.
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PART SEVEN: ACCESS TO REPRESENTATION

17.

Research results

Acclaim’s central finding is that the 60 per cent of claimants not represented by a lawyer in
District Court appeals were disadvantaged in “navigat[ing] the complicated process of litigation”
compared with ACC, which had legal representation in every case it examined.118 Further, the
outcome of cases was linked to the type of representation claimants used.
Those who used lawyers were successful 50 per cent of the time; those who represented
themselves were successful 30 per cent of the time; and those who used advocates were
successful 20 per cent of the time.119 It also found that the “vast majority” of claimants were too
well off to qualify for legal aid, but not well off enough to afford a lawyer unaided.120 (It is worth
repeating here that the scope of the review prevents any consideration of the availability of civil
legal aid.)
Applications for leave to appeal doubled during the six years covered by the study, from 14 in
2009 to 30 in 2014. The six-year total was 190 applications. Claimants brought all but four of
these. Those who used advocates or represented themselves made up nearly 60 per cent of
applications. All but two failed. Those who used a lawyer – the balance of 80 applications – were
successful half of the time.121 Acclaim found the market for accident compensation lawyers had
“failed”, with the result that claimants found it difficult to obtain representation.122
The report also found that ACC drew heavily on a small pool of lawyers whose resulting depth of
experience was “likely to give them a better knowledge of the courts, the personalities involved,
the developing jurisprudence and the arguments that are likely to be successful”.123 It said
competition among the lawyers ACC engaged was not “particularly open”.124 (This minor point
can be dealt with now since there is nothing to suggest this is so. ACC, like any organisation, can
be expected to choose its legal representatives wisely and aim to contain its legal spending.)

18.

Valid findings

The review agrees with Acclaim that the lack of representation is a barrier to claimants seeking to
appeal against ACC decisions. The barrier exists because of a considerable imbalance in the
resources ACC can bring to bear on cases compared with those available to claimants,
especially in a very tight legal market. Those who represent themselves are therefore at a
disadvantage (as Acclaim’s statistics show).125
It should not be inferred, however, that claimants represented by lawyers will necessarily do
better than those who represent themselves. The District Court told the review two other factors
also came into play: first, claimants with lawyers were often likely to also have the resources to
obtain specialist evidence, and it was frequently this evidence – rather than the lawyer’s skill –
that swayed the case in the claimant’s favour; and secondly, it was not uncommon for lawyers to
withdraw from unmeritorious cases, which claimants pursued alone to their unsuccessful
conclusion. The elective services data also shows that claimants represented by a lawyer or
advocate make up nearly two-thirds of withdrawn reviews (see appendix 4).
That aside, the New Zealand Law Society wrote to the review, putting it this way: “Despite the
original intentions of the scheme, there is a need for lawyers with expertise in ACC law to assist
people who wish/need to exercise their rights to appeal ACC decisions. Self-representation is not
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a solution for a number of claimants because the ACC regime is complex, and there are
information asymmetries and inequalities of litigation funding and litigation experience between
ACC and claimants.”126 It went on to say that the “low number of lawyers specialising in ACC law
has resulted in an access to justice issue for claimants … and we would encourage further work
in this area to address the causes of this problem”.
Some of the ways – even if small – to address this problem have been discussed in other parts
of this report, such as resolving disputes through greater use of alternative dispute resolution
processes, improving the review process, providing more guidance material to claimants, and
teaching them how they can navigate the New Zealand Legal Information Institute’s database.
Others, such as more help for advocacy services, are set out below. What is clear is that
increasing the number of lawyers willing and sufficiently able to undertake accident
compensation work is no easy task. In the meantime, other measures should be taken.
Few experienced lawyers
Lawyers working in the field of accident compensation law told the review the pool of specialists
available to help claimants was small. How small they could not say exactly, but they knew of
only a handful of modest-sized firms and sole practice lawyers specialising in the area. They
worked in Auckland, Wellington and Dunedin, and all ran busy practices and had high caseloads.
The Law Society told the review its data indicated that only 35 out of about 12,000 lawyers (or
less than 1 per cent) spent more than half of their time doing ACC work. Another 30 lawyers
spent up to half of their time doing such work. The average time in practice for the 35 lawyers is
21 years.127 Of course, only some of these lawyers act for claimants, so the pool of claimants’
lawyers is even smaller.
The work itself was certainly interesting, lawyers told the review, and also offered opportunities to
appear at hearings, which was useful experience to acquire in its own right. The difficulty, it
seems, stems ultimately from the complexity of accident compensation legislation. It requires
considerable skill in managing specialist evidence, and more fundamentally it requires a great
deal of experience to practise competently in the field. It is not work lawyers can “easily dabble
in”, as one interviewee put it.
This means devoting considerable time and resources to training young lawyers in accident
compensation law. Some firms specialising in the area simply do not have the time and
resources to do this and thereby encourage younger lawyers into the specialty. Training requires
expert senior lawyers to supervise junior lawyers. And those willing to make such a commitment
do not always find their investment rewarded. One interviewee said lawyers with litigation
experience were highly sought after by big law firms, and as a result “we train them up and they
disappear”. Such a “flight of talent”, said the Law Society, “risked eroding the incentive for firms
and senior lawyers to train junior lawyers if they do not recover their often considerable
investment in training junior lawyers”.
A contributor to the lack of growth in this area of the profession, many said, was the inadequate
remuneration for such complex, time-consuming work. Lawyers said that the legal aid payment
system “provides inadequate and patchy funding” (a matter, however, beyond the scope of this
review).
Advocates
Claimants sometimes engage advocates instead of lawyers to provide advice and appear on
their behalf at review hearings and District Court appeals. Some advocates have a law degree,
but many do not (and for quite a few their qualification is their own experience in fighting with
ACC for cover or entitlements). Advocates are essentially unregulated, other than by general
legal duties such as those contained in contract or privacy law. Advocates are required neither to
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undergo training nor to hold a certificate of any kind. There is no occupational regulator
overseeing advocates, as is found elsewhere.128
That said, the review spoke to, and heard of, some highly competent advocates. But the review
also heard numerous unsettling anecdotes from many of the interviewees about advocates, who:







charge claimants excessive fees (in one case, $40,000 for a review hearing)
charge clients a percentage of their weekly compensation as a fee
pose such a risk of unruly or disruptive behaviour that FairWay must station a security guard
at review hearings they attend
give claimants unrealistic advice and take on cases lawyers have already withdrawn from
because of a lack of merit
fail to develop a theory of the case and manage the evidence competently so as to maximise
the client’s prospects of success
are former disaffected claimants who take on cases to “have a go at the system” rather than
act in the best interests of their clients.

Acclaim’s finding that claimants are more likely to be successful in District Court appeals if they
use a lawyer rather than represent themselves is no surprise. What is surprising – and also a
matter for concern – is the finding that claimants are less likely to be successful with, rather than
without, an advocate (a 20 per cent success rate with an advocate compared with 30 per cent if
appearing alone).
The review can only speculate about why this should be so. One explanation put to the review
was that many lawyers withdraw from cases they consider have no prospect of success, but
claimants in such cases sometimes press on at the advice of less scrupulous advocates. That
said, some advocates have very high success rates. A second explanation was that the small
size of the sample of District Court cases analysed (15 per cent) made the 20 per cent statistic
unreliable.
Putting this issue aside, the use of good advocates to help claimants at a review hearing or
District Court appeal is, on the whole, a much-needed resource, given that few lawyers are
available to represent claimants.
Advocacy services
ACC-funded services
There is some help for claimants in the form of two free advocacy services ACC funds as part of
its obligation to deliver fair and effective services.129 These services (which are more advisory
than advocacy in nature) are laudable and highly regarded by users. However, they can make
only a very limited impact, given the number of individuals who have cover or entitlements
declined and also given the dearth of experienced accident compensation lawyers and the
deficiencies with some advocates. That said, advocacy services offer great potential to lower the
barrier created by an inadequate supply of lawyers.
As part of its obligations under the Act, ACC funds the Workplace Injury Advocacy Service and
Linkage Ltd. These agencies offer free advice only and do not represent claimants at review
hearings or District Court appeals. ACC told the review that restricting their services to prereview advice helped ensure “their investigations and advice remains independent”. The review
does not consider any such restriction is required to preserve independence. Indeed, the review
was in no doubt from its interviews with both services that their overriding aim was to help
claimants in an impartial way. But there may be other reasons – such as ensuring a focus solely
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on helping claimants resolve disputes – that warrants restricting advocacy services to the prereview stage.
The Workplace Injury Advocacy Service is an arm of the New Zealand Council of Trade Unions,
employing one full-time advocate in Auckland who provides advice and help over the phone
about claimants’ entitlements. This person also works with union officials, ACC case managers
and others to get the best outcomes for clients. The agency mostly helps union members.
Satisfaction with the service has been consistently high. In a 2014 survey, 81 per cent of
respondents said they found the service useful, and 87 per cent said they would recommend it to
others.130 It deals with about one new case a day.131 Cases range from straightforward to
complex.
Hamilton-based Linkage Ltd also employs one full-time staff member working by phone to help
claimants around the country through the claims process. This can include contacting case
managers. Its workload averages about 50 cases a month (consisting of new and existing
claimants). User satisfaction is high. In a 2015 survey, 70 per cent of respondents said they
found the service useful, and 80 per cent said they would use it again.132
ACC used to fund a third agency, the Brain Injury Association of New Zealand, to provide free
advocacy services to ACC claimants, but that ended in May 2011 when the association was no
longer able to continue the service.
The funding of such services was endorsed by an Office of the Auditor-General report on ACC’s
complaint services. The report found that giving complainant’s access to free advocacy “makes
sense” because “advocates better understand ACC processes and terminology and can easily
access ACC staff”.133 ACC’s funding covers salaries and administration and is, in the scheme of
things, very modest. ACC’s funding of the two services was $125,000 for Linkage Trust and
$159,960 for the Workplace Injury Advocacy Service for 2015-16.
The Workplace Injury Advocacy Service said its existence was not widely known but could be
more widely promoted. ACC’s website lists its contact details on a page dedicated to advocates
rather than claimants.134 (The same goes for Linkage Ltd’s details.) Both agencies said their
workloads were high – a claim backed up by data on case volumes – and they could easily
expand their services, but would need the funding to do so. Of course, promoting these services
without giving them more resources would merely overload them.
Southern Cross
The involvement of private healthcare insurer Southern Cross Health Society on behalf of
members seeking to appeal against ACC decisions underscores the complexity of navigating the
ACC system. The society employs a small team of legally trained advocates to represent
members at review hearings. Most of the 300 or so review applications it files each year are
about elective surgery requests ACC has declined. The society is successful in about 75 per cent
of cases, which goes to show the difference good advocacy (as well as medical evidence) can
make for claimants.135 The review was told the society heard comments from members daily
about how “they don’t know what they would have done” without its help.
Some exemplars
Interviewees often cited the National Health and Disability Consumer Advocacy Service as an
excellent example of a free, independent and properly funded advocacy service. The service’s
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roles and responsibilities are set out in the Health and Disability Commissioner Act 1994. The
director of advocacy, who reports to the Health and Disability Commissioner, contracts with the
National Advocacy Trust for advocates to provide advocacy services and also monitors the
quality of that work.
Forty-six advocates at 23 offices around the country help consumers resolve complaints about
health and disability services, and in more than 90 per cent of cases they are successful.136 The
organisation received nearly $3.4 million for 2015-16.137 Admittedly, the advocacy service has a
complaints resolution focus, whereas ACC must assess a claimant’s statutory entitlements. But it
nonetheless shows what could be done to support and empower claimants.
The Australian state of Victoria has a free service to help claimants resolve work cover disputes
through conciliation. WorkSafe Victoria funds WorkCover Assist to provide this service. 138 In
2011-12, WorkCover Assist advocates handled 5,300 disputes. Advocates explain the process,
provide technical assistance, identify useful information for the conciliation, and attend the
conciliation conference. Advocates are not lawyers. Legal representation is not allowed at the
conciliation conference unless all parties agree.

19.

Improvements

Advocacy services: There is an urgent need for more ACC-funded independent advocacy
services to help claimants steer their way through the dispute process. Broadly, consideration
could be given to:




providing more funding to existing free advocacy services so they can expand
encouraging organisations with relevant or related expertise to provide advocacy services
giving greater (and correctly placed) prominence on ACC’s website to organisations offering
advocacy services, including details about the services they offer and how to contact them.

The review – like many interviewees – considers the Health and Disability Commission Advocacy
Service provides a valuable template with a nationwide service. The Act provides – and clearly
intended – that ACC support claimants via ACC-funded advocacy services. An expansion of
such services would give claimants the support and assistance they need. An ACC-funded
nationwide advocacy service would be a tangible demonstration of ACC’s new vision and values
(to be “customer focused” and put “people before process”). At the same time, ACC is likely to
benefit: good advocates are more likely to give claimants realistic advice and work co-operatively
to resolve disputes.
One option, like the ACC-funded advocacy services, is that advocates support claimants up to,
but not at or after, the review hearing. Another is that advocates help claimants at the review
hearing. This topic needs careful consideration. The latter option has benefits and drawbacks.
Assisting and advocating for a claimant pre-review, and at a review hearing, are different, and
require different skills. The review is inclined to allow an advocate to help a claimant where ACC
and the claimant agree to try to resolve the dispute through alternative dispute resolution
processes like conciliation, much like WorkSafe Victoria advocates attend conciliation
conferences, but not hearings. The Workplace Injury Advocacy Service told the review that in the
past (although less so of late) it had attended mediations involving ACC and the claimant as an
alternative to a review hearing, an approach it believed had been useful for claimants as well as
ACC.
Moreover, ACC-funded advocates could always – as the Workplace Injury Advocacy Service
does now – identify when the complexity of a case required representation at the review hearing
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and refer the case to an advocate or lawyer. In this way, restricting advocacy services to the prereview stage would not deny claimants access to representation.
Equally, lawyers told the review these schemes would mean that, where appropriate, they could
refer claimants to a local advocacy service in the knowledge the dispute would be competently
handled and help reduce their busy workloads and all the pressures that go with this, including
delayed hearings. Lawyers told the review they often had to turn away potential clients because
of such workloads. As one lawyer said, more funded advocacy services would be a “win-win for
all of us – claimants, ACC and lawyers”.
A pragmatic approach may be the staged introduction of such a service, beginning with pilot
services in the regions, much as ACC did with its alternative dispute resolution pilot project.
Another option is to fund several specialised advocacy services, such as for claimants with a
brain injury or treatment injury (and possibly in these complex types of claim an advocate could
support the claimant at the review hearing if he or she would otherwise be unrepresented). Or
another option still is a combination of both. Just as with reviews, the approach need not be a
”one size fits all”.
Clearly, establishing a nationwide advocacy service would require careful examination of scope,
criteria to qualify for funding, training, oversight and so on. But none of these is an
insurmountable obstacle. ACC’s oversight and funding of the Workplace injury Advocacy
Service, although very small in scale, seems to raise no difficulties. Importantly, despite that
funding and oversight, there appears to be no perception of compromised independence, as
abounds with the review process. That is probably not surprising because ACC funding and
monitoring of advocacy services for claimants is clearly different from funding and monitoring the
contractual performance of the decision-maker in disputes over its decisions. There appear to be
no such concerns with the Health and Disability Consumer Advocacy Service.
Southern Cross Health Society told the review it was unlikely to expand its service beyond its
members, but it would be prepared to offer guidance about how best to set up and operate an
advocacy service, based on its own successful model.
Quality of advocates: Occupational regulation could be one way to lift the calibre of privately
funded advocates. Immigration advisers, as noted earlier, must be licenced.139 Such regulation,
however, has its costs, both to establish and to maintain, and much of that burden would fall on
advocates, who would inevitably pass it on to clients. Alternatively, greater ACC funding of highquality advocacy services (backed up by appropriate monitoring and reporting) might lessen the
need for claimants to seek out poor-performing and privately funded advocates in the first place.
Some of the improvements previously discussed may also have the effect of helping to
discourage the use of poorly performing advocates. For example, reviewers’ ability to give early
cost decisions would allow them to signal early on to a claimant who had been poorly advised by
an advocate and brought an application unreasonably that an award of costs at the end of the
process was unlikely and so to continue with the advocate’s services, and with the review
application, would be a waste of the claimant’s time and money.
Published review guidelines could make clear that a failure to comply with the guidelines risked
losing the prospect of being awarded costs. (Reviewers have such discretion when claimants
lose.) Wider dissemination of information about qualified and experienced privately funded
advocates on relevant websites may be another way to promote the services of better-performing
advocates at the expense of poorly performing ones. Competent advocates may have some
ideas of their own about self–regulation of their profession.
What is clear is that something must be done to stop poor-performing advocates from taking
advantage of vulnerable claimants. If more ACC-funded advocacy services and other practical
measures do not have the desired effect, regulation may in the long run be the only alternative.
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More lawyers
Poor remuneration is one reason for the shortage of experienced accident compensation
lawyers. The review has already noted that the scale of capped costs ACC pays for
representation (among other things) is under review. It is possible that increased rates may go
some way towards encouraging more lawyers into this neglected area of the law.
The review was impressed with the innovative ways in which some firms have continued to take
on, and fund, ACC work. Examples include payment plans for clients, conditional fee
arrangements, pro bono work or substantial discounting of fees. (These arrangements tend to be
used by well-managed firms attracting high volumes of ACC work.) Indeed, the review was told
by several firms that, with these arrangements in place, and an efficient operating structure, they
were able to earn a “reasonably decent living”.
Other initiatives to encourage lawyers into the area should be explored. These could include:



placing greater focus on accident compensation law in the law degree curriculum
trialling a law school summer programme paper or clinic in accident compensation dispute
resolution
encouraging more pro bono work by larger law firms
more promotion of accident compensation work in professional publications such as
LawTalk.




On the option of pro bono schemes, the review notes that this can be a win-win for both
claimants and more junior (but supervised) lawyers. The former gets the benefit of
representation; the latter, challenging and interesting work that gives them the experience – so
often lacking in the big firms – of forensic and appearance work. Acclaim, for example, in its
support role for injured people, could explore such a scheme with one of the large law firms
(conscious, as they are, of the need to take on pro bono work). Any pro bono scheme could act
as a useful “filter”, as one lawyer said, to identify which cases were more straightforward and
which needed the involvement of an experienced practitioner.
The review agrees with the Law Society that the “solution is not to just throw money at the
problem [of limited access to representation]”. It says “public resources are finite, and the design
of incentives needs careful consideration to ensure appropriate and proportionate representation
for ACC claimants”. It must be pointed out that the Law Society’s view is that this area of the law
needs more legal aid, but the matter is beyond the review’s scope.
In a competitive legal environment, an area of law where demand for legal services exceeds
supply ought to be attractive to some lawyers entering the profession. But plainly some
initiatives, even if only small, are needed to encourage their entry.

20.

District Court appeals

A final word is needed on District Court processes. In especially complex appeals by claimants
suffering from a physical or mental injury, it is a hard ask for claimants to represent themselves
because of the attendant risks of unfairness and injustice. It is just such claimants who are often
at the mercy of unscrupulous advocates. The District Court raised with this review – and also in
its submission on the discussion document about the future of accident compensation appeals –
a power for judges to appoint counsel to represent claimants where appropriate. At present, the
District Court has the power to appoint an impartial adviser to the court (amicus curiae) but such
appointments are primarily to assist the court, not a party. Māori Land Court judges have such a
power.140
The review has no doubt the power would be exercised only in exceptional cases where both
justice and efficiency require it. Such a power would be one small measure to ensure
representation is available for those most in need of it, and (as some lawyers for both ACC and
140
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claimants said) ensure hearings run more smoothly. ACC rightly raised concerns about its
funding of lawyers for the opposing side. There are also obvious wider policy implications for civil
justice that would require careful thought. However, the option may be one worthy of some
consideration.
Recommendations
The review recommends:






ACC consider:
o increasing funding to existing free advocacy services
o funding a free nationwide advocacy service modelled broadly on the Health and Disability
Commission Advocacy Service.
ACC more widely promotes organisations (existing and new) offering advocacy services on
its website and in other guidance material.
Relevant participants in the accident compensation area – whether Acclaim, the New
Zealand Law Society, or others – explore initiatives to encourage more lawyers into this field
of work.
Consideration be given to the District Court’s proposal that it have the power to appoint
counsel to represent claimants in those exceptional cases where justice and efficiency
require it.
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APPENDICES
Appendix one: Terms of engagement
Terms of engagement for review of the issues raised in the Acclaim Otago Report
Background
1.

On 9 July 2015, a report was issued by Acclaim Otago (Inc) (“Acclaim”) Understanding the
Problem: An analysis of ACC appeals processes to identify barriers to access to justice for
injured New Zealanders (“the Report”).

2.

The Report considers the accident compensation appeals process by analysing over 500
judgments issued since 2009. These comprised all available appellate decisions (High
Court and Court of Appeal) in the period and a random sample of District Court decisions.

3.

The Report is based on the analysis of court decisions as well as a survey of self- selected
members of the public carried out by Acclaim in 2014. The report also contains theoretical
analysis and discussion on what access to justice means.

4.

The Report’s authors conclude, ‘the current system does not provide access to justice’141
and identify the following four issues as the ‘likely causes of current inefficiencies in the
dispute resolution system’142:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

5.

access to the law
evidence
being heard
representation (including access to lawyers).

The Report also discusses how the four issues apply in relation to access to appellate
courts, and makes recommendations arising out of the findings, including more research to
address gaps in information. On 14 August 2015 the Report’s authors issued a follow up
memorandum proposing an interim solution, and more extensive reform in the medium term
to address the barriers to access to justice they identified in the Report.

Independent Review
6.

An independent review of the Report, (“the Review”) has been commissioned by the Ministry
of Business, Innovation and Employment (“MBIE”) at the request of the Minister for ACC.

7.

The purpose of the Review is
(i)

To review the validity of the four accident compensation dispute resolution issues raised
by the Report’s authors as set in paragraph 4 and to consider the memorandum of 14
August 2015 as set out in paragraph 5.
(ii) To make any recommendations for policy, operational or legislative changes to the
Accident Compensation Act 2001 (the Act), and regulations made under the Act, which
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address all or part of the four accident compensation dispute resolution issues raised by
the Report’s authors as set out in paragraph 4.
Context
8.

The Review’s consideration of the four issues arising out of the Report is within the context
of the objective that disputes on accident compensation claims:






are resolved at the first available opportunity
are resolved fairly
are resolved in a timely way
provide an opportunity for a claimant to be heard
are cost effective for the claimant and for the sustainability of the accident
compensation scheme.

Scope of the Review
9.

The scope of the Review is limited to the matters outlined in paragraph 7.

10. Consideration of wider civil dispute resolution issues such as civil legal aid provided through
the Ministry of Justice and availability of judicial resources are not within the scope of the
Review.
11. The Review is intended to complement the decision by the Government made in June 2015
that there is to be targeted consultation on the proposed Accident Compensation Appeal
Tribunal (“the Tribunal”). While there may be areas of overlap between this Review and
consultation on the Tribunal, they are two separate processes and this Review is not
intended to include any determination on whether or not the proposed Tribunal should be
established.
Reporting
12. The Review is to report on its findings and opinions, together with any recommendations, to
MBIE. The timing of this report will be agreed by the end of the year.
13. Secretariat support to the Review will be provided by MBIE.
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Appendix two: – ACC claims, reviews and appeals
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Appendix three: Summary of Acclaim’s suggested short and longer-term solutions
Acclaim’s solutions include:


stemming the flow of new appeals by changing the way ACC makes its decisions, including
by more rigorous application of ACC’s internal administrative review process, and changing
key performance indicators (Acclaim’s concern is that key performance indicators (which are
confidential to ACC) may, even if unintentionally, encourage staff to focus more on
processing and “exiting” the claim from the system rather than reaching the right outcome:
Memorandum, 14 August 2014, page 6)



reducing the number of reviews that go to a hearing (particularly via alternative dispute
resolution processes) while simultaneously ensuring safeguards are in place to “address
inequalities and power imbalances that exist between the well-resourced and experienced
repeat player (ACC) and an often vulnerable injured person”



prescribing rules for the conduct of review hearings, increasing the funding for such hearings,
and generally instilling “greater public confidence in the review process”



implementing settlement processes as soon as District Court appeals are lodged, to achieve
early settlements and reduce court delays



changing District Court processes, including: appointing amici curiae, or friends of the court,
to act for some individuals who represent themselves (with the cost borne by ACC),
increasing the number of decisions decided by the District Court in the short term to help
further reduce delay and for ACC judges to develop a practice note to formalise recent case
management changes (a development already under way)



increasing funding of registry processes to “move from a paper based to electronic system of
cases management, including classifying and streaming of appeals”.
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Appendix four: Elective services data, 2015-16
Surgery Review Outcome

Volume

% All Decisions

Client Withdraws - Decision Stands

359

17.7%

Dismissed

721

35.5%

Overturned by ACC - New Info

529

26.0%

5

0.2%

Quashed

377

18.5%

Quashed - Directions

41

2.0%

Settled on Economic grounds

1

0.0%

Overturned by ACC -original decision incorrect

Grand Total

All Surgery Reviews

2033

Volume

%

No Advocate

1014

50%

Advocate

1019

50%

Grand Total

2033

Total in Favour of ACC

1615

79.4%

Total in Favour of Client

418

20.6%

After
FairWay(FW)

Before FW

Grand Total

After FW

Before FW

Client Withdraws - Decision Stands

333

26

359

92.8%

7.2%

Overturned by ACC - New Info

321

208

529

60.7%

39.3%

3

2

5

60.0%

40.0%

657

236

893

73.6%

26.4%

Overturn/Withdrawn

Overturned by ACC -original decision
incorrect
Grand Total

Overturned

Volume

% Overturns with or without an Advocate

No Advocate

248

46%

Advocate

286

54%

Grand Total

534

Notes:
Advocate includes both lawyers and advocates.
After FairWay refers to the period of time following ACC’s transfer of the review application to FairWay.
Before FairWay refers to the period of time where ACC is considering a review application, before it is transferred to
FairWay.
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Overturned

After FW

Before FW

Grand Total

After FW

Before FW

No Advocate

111

137

248

44.8%

55.2%

Advocate

213

73

286

74.5%

25.5%

Grand Total

324

210

534

60.7%

39.3%

Withdrawn

Volume

% Withdrawn with or without an Advocate

No Advocate

130

36.2%

Advocate

229

63.8%

Grand Total

359

Withdrawn

After FW

Before FW

Grand Total

After FW

Before FW

No Advocate

112

18

130

86.2%

13.8%

Advocate

221

8

229

96.5%

3.5%

Grand Total

333

26

359

92.8%

7.2%

ADR - Files Received: 169

Volume

% All ADR
Outcomes

No ADR

14

9%

Original Decision Overturned

65

40%

Original Decision Stands

51

31%

Re-Declined - Not Reviewed

13

8%

Re-Declined - Reviewed

21

13%

Grand Total

164

ADR Outcome
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Appendix five: FairWay reviews by subject, 2015
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Appendix six: ACC data on open appeals and outcomes, 2010-16
Open appeals
As at 18 April 2016, there were 690 open District Court appeals where no decision had been issued by
the Court. This number includes appeals recently filed through to those that have been heard and are
awaiting a decision from the Court. The table below shows what proportion of those 690 appeals were
filed in the different years.
Open appeals by year filed

Year filed
% of total open appeals
by year filed

Pre-2010

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016 YTD

2%

3%

3%

6%

12%

16%

39%

20%

Appeal outcomes
Appeal outcomes (including settlements and withdrawals) from 2010 to 16 March 2016 are
summarised in the graph below.
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Appendix seven: ACC’s alternative dispute resolution process

Minimising disputes

Maintaining the Client Relationship
“The aim is to have fewer disputes arising in the first place.”
Reactive

Proactive

React

Respond

Anticipate

[Tuning in and responding appropriately.
Acting quickly if things go wrong]

[Assessing needs, understanding client
circumstances, getting them the help they
need quickly]

Detect & Manage

[Providing the appropriate options
to resolve things]

Early Resolution

COMMUNICATION & CASE MANAGEMENT TOOLS
Pre-review application

ADR

REVIEW

Rebuilding trust and confidence

CLIENT MANAGEMENT TOOLS

Informal

Formal

Service Needs Assessment
Communicating decisions – face to
face explanations and client followup
ACC850

Self Management
(Seriously Injured Clients]
New Specialist Client
Centres (Tauranga &
Wellington

Conciliation Meeting
Negotiation

Facilitation
Mediation
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Resolving disputes

